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CONCURRENT PRESENTATION OF
NON - PROGRAMMING MEDIA ASSETS
WITH PROGRAMMING MEDIA CONTENT
AT CLIENT DEVICE

side device with the capability to provide enhanced viewer
experience, thereby increasing their appeal in order to gain
wider audience.

[0007 ] Further limitations and disadvantages of conven

tional and traditional approaches will become apparent to

CROSS -REFERENCE TO RELATED

APPLICATIONS/INCORPORATION BY
REFERENCE

[0001 ] This application makes reference to , and claims
priority to , and claims benefit from U .S .Application Ser. No.
62 /511, 190 , which was filed on May 25 , 2017.
[0002 ] This Application also makes reference to :
U .S . application Ser. No. (Attorney Docket No .
TBS - 1055 );
U .S . application Ser. No.
(Attorney Docket No.
TBS- 1057 );
U .S . application Ser. No .
(Attorney Docket No.
TBS - 1058 );

U .S . application Ser. No .
TBS - 1061);
U .S . application Ser. No.
TBS - 1062 ); and

(Attorney Docket No .
(Attorney Docket No .

U .S . application Ser. No. _
( Attorney Docket No.
TBS - 1063 ).
[0003] Each of the above stated patent applications is

hereby incorporated herein by reference in its entirety .

FIELD OF TECHNOLOGY
[0004 ] Certain embodiments of the present disclosure

relate to automated media presentation system (s ). More
specifically, certain embodiments of the present disclosure

relate to concurrent presentation of non -programming media
assets and programming media content at a client device .

one of skill in the art, through comparison of such systems
with someaspects of the present disclosure as set forth in the

remainder of the present application with reference to the

drawings.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE
[0008 ] Systems and/ or methods are provided for concur
rent presentation of media assets and programming media
content at a client device , substantially as shown in and / or

described in connection with at least one of the figures, as set
forth more completely in the claims.

[ 0009 ] These and other advantages , aspects and novel

features of the present disclosure , as well as details of an
illustrated embodiment thereof, will be more fully under
stood from the following description and drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SEVERAL VIEWS OF
THE DRAWINGS

[0010 ] FIG . 1 is a block diagram that illustrates an exem
plary network environment for client-side concurrent pre

sentation of non - programming media assets and program
ming media content, in accordance with various exemplary
embodiments of the present disclosure .

[0011 ] FIG . 2A is a block diagram that illustrates an
exemplary client device for client-side concurrent presenta

tion of non -programming media assets and programming

media content, in accordance with an embodiment of the
present disclosure .

[0012 ] FIG . 2B is a block diagram that illustrates an

BACKGROUND
[0005 ] Recent advancements in the television and broad
casting industry has led to development of various commu

non -programming media assets and programming media

communication technologies and broadcasting platforms are

disclosure .

nication technologies and broadcasting platforms. Such

exemplary media presentation and distribution system at a

server -side to enable client-side concurrent presentation of
content, in accordance with an embodiment of the present

revolutionizing the way channel content is generated and

[0013] FIG . 3A is a flow chart that illustrates exemplary

amongst the broadcasting platforms that are striving to

programming media assets and programming media content

presented to users . Currently , there is massive competition

increase their visual appeal in order to gain wider audience .
The television viewing market is no longer exclusively
concerned with whether channel content is viewed on a

dedicated television or another device capable of consuming

the channel content. Due to penetration of new technologies
in the television and broadcasting sector, it is evident that the

success of television broadcasting will be dependent on the

ability of the network provider to gain access to the channel
content demanded by the users , and to differentiate their

offering from that of incumbent broadcasters or find new

modes of content delivery .

[ 0006 ] Increased competition has led the broadcast pro
viders ( or the network providers ) to differentiate their offer
ing and provide services that may concurrently handle
multiple channels . However, this has resulted in unparal

leled levels of system complexity at the servers of the

broadcast providers , which requires installation of large
infrastructures and resources to handle and maintain unin

terrupted content delivery for existing channel and also meet
the ever increasing demand for content. Therefore , an
advanced system may be required that facilitates the client

operations for client- side concurrent presentation of non

by the exemplary client device of FIG . 2A , in accordance

with another exemplary embodiment of the present disclo
sure .
100141. FIG . 3B and FIG . 3C are flow charts that illustrate

exemplary operations to enable client-side concurrent pre

sentation of non -programming media assets and program

ming media content by the exemplary media presentation
and distribution system of FIG . 2B , in accordance with an

exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure .
[0015 ] FIG . 4A illustrates an example of a display view of
the client device during the concurrent presentation of the
non -programming media assets with the programming
media content, in accordance with an embodiment of the
present disclosure .
[0016 ] FIG . 4B illustrates an example of a display view of
the client device during the concurrent presentation of the

non - programming media assets with the programming
media content, in accordance with an embodiment of the

present disclosure .
[0017 ] FIG . 5A is a conceptual diagram that illustrates an
example of a hardware implementation for a media presen
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tation and distribution system that employs a processing
system for client-side concurrent presentation of non -pro
gramming media assets and programming media content, in
accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the disclo
sure .
[ 0018 ] FIG . 5B is a conceptual diagram that illustrates an
example of a hardware implementation for a media presen
tation and distribution system that employs a processing

system for client- side concurrent presentation of non -pro
gramming media assets and programming media content, in
accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the disclo
sure .

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE

DISCLOSURE
[0019 ] In accordance with an aspect, certain embodiments
of the present disclosure may be found in a method and
system for concurrent presentation of non - programming
media assets and programming media content at a client
device , which provides client-side dynamic presentation of
at least one non - programming media asset with a first media
stream . Various embodiments of the present disclosure may
provide a system that may include a first plurality of circuits

in a client device . The first plurality of circuits in the client

device may be configured to transmit a request to a media
presentation and distribution system . The requestmay com
prise at least one preference for programming media content
and such request may be provided by a user , via the client
device .

[0020] In response to the received request from the client
device , the media presentation and distribution system that
comprises a second plurality of circuits may be configured

performed for the selected at least one event opportunity
point within the programming media content of the first

media stream . The at least one tag within the programming
media content may specify the at least one modification in

the display view at the client device .
[0024 ] The client device , in conjunction with the first
plurality of circuits may be configured to present the at least
one non -programming media asset, from a second media

stream for the defined duration , concurrently with the pro
gramming media content from the first media stream over
the at least one modified display view of the client device .
Such concurrent presentation of programming media con
tent from the first media stream and the at least one non
programming media asset from the second media stream
may increase a likelihood of a user engagement, associated

with the client device , with the at least one non - program
ming media asset. Such likelihood of engagement may be
improved based on a targeted selection of the at least one

event opportunity point that may further improve an atten
tion span of the user for engagement with the programming

media content and the at least one non - programming media

asset at the client device .
[0025 ] In accordance with an embodiment, the at least one

tag with the programming media content may correspond to

a client manifest stored at the client device . In accordance
with an embodiment, the transmission of the first media

stream or the second media stream to the client device may
be performed via one of an HTTP Live Streaming (HLS)

technique , a Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP

(DASH ) technique, or any suitable digital streaming proto
col.

[0026 ] In accordance with an embodiment, the request

to transmit the requested first media stream to the client
device . The transmitted first media stream may comprise the

transmitted from the client device may comprise the at least

programming media content and at least one tag associated

program . In accordance with an embodiment, the at least one

with the programming media content. At least one occur

rence of at least one event opportunity point within the
programming media contentmay be received from the client
device . Such at least one event opportunity point may
correspond to , but not limited to , a specified event that may
correspond to at least one of start credits , end credits , lull

points, time-based marked regions, location -based marked
regions, context-based marked regions, explicit scene start

and end , and product placement opportunities , within the

programming media content. For example, (i.e ., coffee
scene , crying scene, action sequence , etc . ), explicit scene

start/ end , product placement opportunities, and the like.
[ 0021] The first media stream and the second media
stream may be transmitted at the client device as concurrent
media streams, and each of the first media stream and the

second media stream may be managed concurrently via at

least one independent thread at the client device .
[0022] The media presentation and distribution system ,
via the second plurality of circuits , may receive the at least
one occurrence of the at least one event opportunity point
based on the at least one tag associated with the program
ming media content. The at least one event opportunity point
may be responded by themedia presentation and distribution
system , based on a defined criteria to respond over the the
at least one event opportunity point.
[0023 ] The client device, in conjunction with the first
plurality of circuits may be configured to modify a display
view of the client device with at least one modification for

a defined duration . Such at least one modification may be

one preference for a personalized playlist of at least one

modification in the display view of the client device may
include , but is not limited to , a squeeze -back of the pro
gramming media content to a defined region within the
display view , an overlay over the defined region within the
display view or a split view of the display view . The
modification in the display view of the client device is
personalized based on a retrieved set of user -preferences for
the user.

[0027 ] The defined criteria for the selection of the at least
one event opportunity point may be based on at least one of,
or a combination thereof, but not limited to , retrieved set of
user-preferences, at least one defined goal, a measured
attention of the user associated with the client device , a time

constraint, an inventory constraint, and a user -defined con
straint.

[0028 ] In accordance with another aspect, certain embodi

ments of the present disclosure may be found in a method

and system for client-side dynamic presentation of at least
one non -programming media asset at a client device . Various
embodiments of the present disclosure may provide a system
that may include a second plurality of circuits in a media

presentation and distribution system . The second plurality of
circuits in the media presentation and distribution system
may be configured to transmit a firstmedia stream to a client

device in response to a request received from the client
device . The requested first media stream may comprise

programming media content and at least one tag associated

with the programming media content.
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[0029 ] The second plurality of circuits may be configured

to receive , from the client device, at least one occurrence of

[0035 ] In accordance with an embodiment, the second

plurality of circuits in the media presentation and distribu

at least one event opportunity point within the programming
media content based on the at least one tag associated with

event opportunity point within the programming media

the programming media content. Such at least one occur
rence of the at least one event opportunity point within the

content, and insert the at least one tag at the determined at
least one event opportunity point within the programming

programming media contentmay be identified by the client

device .

0030] The second plurality of circuits may be configured
to respond to the at least one event opportunity point

received from the client device . Such response of the at least
event opportunity point may be based on a defined criteria
and may correspond to a specified event within the pro

gramming media content. The second plurality of circuits

may be configured to control at least one modification in a
display view at the client device for a defined duration for
the selected at least one event opportunity point within the
programming media content of the first media stream .

[0031] The second plurality of circuits may be configured
to instruct presentation of the at least one non -programming

media asset, from a second media stream for the defined
duration , concurrently with the programming media content

from the first media stream over the at least one modified
display view of the client device. Such concurrent presen

tion system may be configured to determine the at least one

media content based on the received request from the client
device . In accordance with an embodiment, the determina
tion of the at least one event opportunity point may be based

on content recognition of the programming media content

within the first media stream . In accordance with another
embodiment, the determination of the at least one event

opportunity point may be based on semantic or context
mining of a context of the programming media content in the

first media stream .
[0036 ]. In accordance with an embodiment, the second
plurality of circuits in the media presentation and distribu

tion system may be configured to generate at least one
notification based on a defined set of rules for the at least one
event opportunity point within the programming media

content and thereafter, transmit the generated at least one
notification to at least the client device or at least one

delivery platform associated with the client device . The

defined set of rules for generation of the at least one

tation of programming media content from the first media

notification may include, but are not limited to , user- defined

stream and the at least one non -programming media asset
from the second media stream may increase a likelihood of
an engagement of a user, associated with the client device ,

sions, reach or views, a defined time of generation of the at

with the at least one non -programming media asset . Such

constraint, client- device constraints , defined goal of impres

least one notification , and a specified type of the at least one
notification . In accordance with an embodiment, the second

likelihood of engagement may be improved based on a

plurality of circuits in the media presentation and distribu

targeted selection of the at least one event opportunity point

a response from the user over the transmitted at least one

that may further improve an attention span of the user for

engagement with the media content and the at least one

non -programming media asset at the client device .
[0032 ] In accordance with an embodiment, the second
plurality of circuits may be configured to verify an enable
ment of the at least one modification in the display view of
the client device and the presentation of the at least one

non -programming media asset within the modified display
view or an unmodified display view at the client device .
[0033 ] In accordance with an embodiment, the second
plurality of circuits in the media presentation and distribu
tion system may be configured to determine a context of the
programming media content in the first media stream . A

nd

corresponding context of the at least one non -programming
media asset may be further determined in the second media

stream that is to be selected for the concurrent presentation

with the programming media content. The second plurality

of circuits in the media presentation and distribution system

tion system may be configured to receive a request based on
notification at the client device or the at least one delivery
platform , and instruct presentation of the at one non -pro
gramming media asset for the received request from the user.
The at least one notification may be generated in response to
the presentation of the at least one non -programmingmedia
asset at the selected at least one event opportunity point
within the programming media content in the first media
stream .

[0037 ] FIG . 1 is a block diagram that illustrates an exem
plary network environment for client-side dynamic presen
tation of non -programming media assets with personalized
programming media content, in accordance with various

exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure . Such
presentation of the at least one non - programming media
asset , for example, advertisements , and promos, may be
performed to facilitate seamless engagement of users with
targetable non -programming media assets that may be per
sonalized for the users over a personalized On -Demand

may be further configured to select the at least one non
programmingmedia asset in the second media stream for the

media delivery platform on client devices. Referring to FIG .

media content and the corresponding context of the at least
one non -programming media asset.
[0034 ] In accordance with an embodiment, the second

bution system 108 , and one or more delivery devices 112 ,

concurrent presentation with the programming media con
tent based on the determined context of the programming

plurality of circuits in the media presentation and distribu

tion system may be configured to retrieve a set of user

1 , there is shown a network environment 100 that includes
a client device 102 , a content delivery network (CDN ) 104 ,

a media assets server 106 , a media presentation and distri

communicatively coupled to a communication network 114 .
Additionally , FIG . 1 illustrates a user 116 associated with the
client device 102 and the one or more delivery devices 112 .

[0038 ] The client device 102 may comprise suitable logic ,

preferences for the user associated the client device , and
select the at least one non -programming media asset for the

circuitry , and interfaces that may be configured to execute

concurrent presentation with the programming media con

one or more non -programming media assets (for example ,
graphical or video ads, or overlay ads ) with the program

tent in the first media stream based on the retrieved set of

user -preferences .

operations that pertain to the concurrent presentation of the

ming media content ( for example , television programming
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or On - demand shows) at a display view of the client device
102. The operations may be performed by a graphical

and IP -based platforms) to the media presentation and

distribution system 108 . The CDN 104 may manage

processing unit (GPU ) or a computational circuitry in the

resources for a delivery channel that may be characterized
by a frequency band for a broadcast delivery channel or an

programming media assets or encoded programming media

internet protocol address (IP address ) for an IP -based deliv

The client device 102 may facilitate playback of the one or

media content via a display device , such as televisions,

but are not limited to , a television channel, a radio channel,
a webcasting channel, and an IP -based channel that may be
hosted on a webpage or an application .

may be integrated with the client device 102 .
[0039 ] The client device 102 may be further configured to
request a first media stream of the programming media

include a Video -On -Demand (VOD ) platform that distrib
uted programming media content via at least an over -the -air
content delivery / distribution network , a linear content deliv

client device 102 to obtain encoded one or more non

content for concurrent presentation within the display view .

more non -programming media assets and the programming
laptops, or desktops, which may be a peripheral device or

content from themedia presentation and distribution system

ery channel. Examples of the delivery channel may include ,

[0043 ] The one or more media access platforms may

108 and receive a second media stream of the one or more

ery / distribution network , an Internet Protocol (IP ) based
content delivery /distribution network , and/ or the like. The

and distribution system 108 for concurrent presentation with

CDN 104 may include a distributed and networked chain of
one or more media servers , media packagers , media asset

the programming media content of the first media stream .

managers , media ingesters , encoder/ decoders , processing

limited to , a Set- Top - Box (STB ), an IPTV, a hybrid box , a

ment systems.

cable converter , a smartphone, a laptop , and a tablet. The

[0044 ] The CDN 104 may be further associated with a
VOD media source that may store and distribute the at least

non -programming media assets from the media presentation

Examples of the client device 102 may include, but are not

client device 102 may be associated with a device identifier

that may be a unique identifier for the user 116 associated

with client device 102 . Such device identifier may be used
by the media presentation and distribution system 108 to
discretely personalize delivery of the programming media
content and the one or more non -programming media assets
at the client device 102 .

100401 Examples of such device identifier may include ,
but are not limited to , an International Mobile Equipment

Identity (IMEI) number, Android ID , Apple ID , Advertising
Identifier ( IDFA ), Advertising Identifier (AID ), Unique
Device Identifier (UDID ), mobile number, and MacID . An
electronic program guide ( EPG ) may be enabled on the
client device 102 to facilitate the user 116 to switch to

different programming media content in accordance with a

specified user -preference . The client device 102 may receive

the first media stream of the programming media content

and the second media stream of the one or more non

engines, schedulers , and subscription management and pay

program as a VOD media stream to the media presentation
and distribution system 108. Such VOD media stream may
correspond to on -demand programming media content per
sonalized for the user 116 , for example , movies , music

videos, and clips of various shows or programs that may be
media source may be communicatively coupled with the
CDN 104 to listen to requests from the media presentation
and distribution system 108. Accordingly, the VOD media
requested or viewed on -demand by the user 116 . The VOD

source may provide the at least one segment of the at least

one program . The VOD media source may store VOD media
data , which may be associated with a storage standard , for
the at least one program . The storage standard may be

defined by a specified format, for example ISO / IEC 13818 - 1
(MPEG - 2 ). A closed caption data and one or more inbound
triggers for the at least one program may be stored in the
VOD media source . The at least one program may be

programming media assets , via a distribution channel, for
example , an internet-based television network . The graphics

associated with VOD program data that may include a VOD
media content identifier, a title of the VOD media content,

may be communicatively coupled to a display circuitry of
the display device . It may be noted that the graphics engine

encryption information , length , date and /or time of addition

engine 110 may be configured on the client device 102 and

110 may be shown to be integrated with the clientdevice 102
in FIG . 1 . However, the graphics engine 110 may be present

on a cloud or a remote application server and communica
tively coupled with the client device 102 , without deviation

from the scope of the disclosure .

[0041 ] The CDN 104 may comprise suitable logic, cir
cuitry , and interfaces thatmay be configured to store at least
one segment of the programming media content and distrib

ute the stored at least one segment of the programming
media content to the media presentation and distribution

system 108 . Accordingly , the CDN 104 may be configured
to facilitate delivery of one or more programs as the pro
gramming media content to a plurality of users, such as the

user 116 . The CDN 104 may serve as a distributed network

of media servers , which may serve as a curated repository of
programs ( encoded or uncompressed), for distribution to the
media presentation and distribution system 108 .

a summary of the VOD media content, a file format ,

to a catalogue , a new content indicator for the at least one

program ( e . g ., a new VOD asset that became available
within the last 24 hours , last few days , last week , and /or the

like ), and a media content class. Examples of the media

content class may include, but are not limited to , a television

show , a cartoon program , a movie , a news media , an

episode , a game, a clip , a recorded sports event, and an
interactive media .

10045 ] Themedia assets server 106 may comprise suitable

logic, circuitry, and interfaces that may be configured to
store the one or more non - programming media assets, such
as videos or graphics of advertisements , logos, bugs ( also

referred to as digital on -screen graphics similar to a logo ),

and promos , and provide the stored one or more non

programming media assets to the media presentation and
distribution system 108. Such one or more non -program
ming media assets may be selected by the media presenta
tion and distribution system 108 to personalize the delivery

[0042] The CDN 104 may be configured to distribute the

of the one or more non - programming media assets and the

at least one segment of the programming media content, via

programming media content. The media assets server 106

one or more media access platforms ( such as broadcast, live

may also store an attribute database of the one or more
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non - programming media assets . In accordance with mea
sured and/or estimated preferences of the user 116 , context
of the at least one segment of the programming media

ery networks , or asset stores for an optimal delivery of the
programming media content and the one or more non
programming media assets at the client device 102 . The

and region ), the media assets server 106 may provide the one

presentation and distribution system 108 as a first media

content, or a demographic criteria (for example, age , gender

or more non - programming media assets to a media packager

programming media contentmay be provided by the media

stream to the client device 102 , via a distribution service .

or an asset store within the media presentation and distri

The distribution service may be at least one of a unicast,

bution system 108 . Records of the one or more non -pro

multicast, broadcast , or simulcast service . An encoder at the

gramming media assets to be presented at the client device
102 may be managed for linear pre- scheduled media streams
as well as the VOD media streams. The media assets server
106 may be part of a media asset network that may be
associated with one or more media asset promoters , such as
advertisers, or media asset owners . A repository of the one
or more non -programming media assets may be managed by
the media assets server 106 , in which each non - program

ming media asset may correspond to a promotional content
for an offering , such as a product offering or a service

media presentation and distribution system 108 may encode
the first media stream using an adaptive bitrate streaming

(ABR ) technique in accordance with an availability of

network bandwidth for the client device 102 . Examples of

the ABR technique may include, but are not limited to ,

HTTP Dynamic Streaming (HDS), Dynamic Adaptive

Streaming Over HTTP (DASH ), “ Smooth ” , “ Progressive”

and “HTTP Live Streaming ” (HLS ) streaming techniques .

The operations of the media presentation and distribution
system 108 may be shared with the CDN 104 of the network

offering . Each of the one or more non - programming media

environment 100 , without a deviation from the scope of the

assets in the media stream may be associated with at least an

present disclosure.

accordance with an embodiment, each non -programming

[0047 ] The graphics engine 110 may comprise suitable
logic , circuitry , and interfaces that may be configured to
perform graphical computations for concurrent presentation
of the one or more non -programming media assets and the

identifier , a playback start time, a playback end time, a
media asset format, a file size , a resolution , and a codec . In

media asset may be characterized as a promotional adver

tisement and the corresponding identifier may be an adver
tisement identifier (Ad - ID ). In accordance with an embodi
ment, each non -programming media asset may be
characterized as a promotional advertisement and the cor
responding identifier may be a web , image or audio -based

beacon that may be present with the corresponding non

programming media asset. The one or more non - program
ming media assets may correspond to a promotional content
that includes at least one of a graphic asset, a textual asset,
an audio asset , a video asset, and an animated asset. The one

or more operations of the media assets server 106 may be
shared or managed by the CDN 104 or the media presen
tation and distribution system 108, without deviation from

the scope of the present disclosure .
[ 0046 ] The media presentation and distribution system
108 may comprise suitable , logic , circuitry , and interfaces
that may be configured to manage operations of the client
device 102 for concurrent presentation of the one or more
non -programming media assets and programming media
content, requested by the user 116 . Examples of the one or

programming media content. Such graphical computations
may be performed by the graphics engine 110 , in conjunc
tion with computational resources of a GPU . The graphics

engine 110 may utilize the computational resources of the

GPU to perform modifications in the display view of the

client device 102 , encoding of the one or more non -pro

gramming media assets or the programming media content,
or rasterizing overlay graphics (such as, logos or bugs ) over

selected frames of the programming media content. At least

a media encoder and a media decoder may be present in the
graphics engine 110 that may be programmatically config
ured via a defined circuitry to operate on the programming
media content and the one or more non -programming media
assets . The graphics engine 110 may be invoked to execute

such graphical operations to manage the display view of the

programming media content and the presentation of the

programming media content and the one or more non
programming media assets within ( or over the program

ming media content.

[0048 ] The one or more delivery devices 112 may com

more non - programming media assets may include , but are

prise suitable logic , circuitry , and interfaces that may be

not limited to advertisements , logos, channel bugs , and
promos. Themedia presentation and distribution system 108

promotional content, via at least one delivery platform

may be configured to process each request with at least one

accessible on the one or more delivery devices 112 . The one
or more delivery platformsmay correspond to a communi

user -preference for the programming media content to
deliver the programming media content that matches the at
least one user -preference . The media presentation and dis
tribution system 108 may be further configured to manage

configured to receive and / or serve at least one notification or

cation exchange platform that may incorporate visual,

audible , or executable data to provide at least one notifica
tion or associated promotional content to the user 116 .

Example of the one or more delivery platformsmay include,

various requirements specified within the request and deliver
the programming media content and the one or more non

but are not limited to , an e -mail , a mobile messaging

and viewership experience of the user 116 with the pro
gramming media content and the one or more non - program

received at the one or more delivery platforms on the one or

programming media assets to ensure a seamless engagement

ming media assets. For such management, the media pre
sentation and distribution system 108 may be configured to
optimally distribute operations across sub - processing units
of the media presentation and distribution system 108 and
the client device 102 . The media presentation and distribu
tion system 108 may retrieve the programming media con -

tent from internally managed content stores , content deliv

platform , a webpage, a podcast, and a push notification . The
promotional content or the at least one notification may be

more delivery devices 112 in order to notify the user 116
about engagements with the programming media content

and the presented one or more non -programming media
assets . For example, a user ( X ) engaged in a music listening
activity in a music application of a mobile device may hear
a promotional sound clip that may recite the product offer

ings or service offering to the user (X ). Alternatively, the
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user ( X ) may receive a notification or a pop -up message that
includes a personalized list of watched non -programming

media assets with the programming media content. The
promotional content may include one or more promotional
items, each ofwhich may correspond to an advertisement for

a product, service , cause or the programming media content.
The promotional content may be present in one or more
formats. The one or more formats of the promotional content

may be present to suitably target each of the one or more

delivery platforms. Examples of the one or more formats
may include, but are not limited to , a video format, an audio

format, a text format, an image format, or a suitable pro

grammable or non -programmable format . The promotional
content may correspond to an interactive selectable item

such that each selection may be recorded as part of a select
stream for the corresponding user 116 . Additionally , views
or intent to select may be recorded as impressions, page
redirections, or commercial sale on a redirected page
recorded in real- time.

[0049] The communication network 114 may comprise
suitable logic , circuitry , and interfaces that may be config
ured to provide a plurality of network ports and a plurality
of communication channels for transmission and reception

of the communication data . The communication data may

used , for example, National Television System Committee

(NTSC ), ( Phase Alternating Line) PAL , Sequential Color
with Memory (SECAM ), Moving Picture Experts Group

(MPEG ), and (Digital Video Broadcasting ) DVB -S /DVB - S2
or ( Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting ) ISDB -S .
[0051 ] Although , only a single communication network

has been illustrated in FIG . 1 , there may be more than one
communication networks that may or may not share

resources to optimally deliver programming content and

other non -programming content to various connected client

devices.

[0052 ] In operation , a user may transmit a request, via a

control mechanism of the client device 102 , to a media

presentation and distribution system 108 for presentation of
the programming media content. The request may be asso
ciated with at least one user- preference for the programming

media content and may correspond to personalization of the
programming media content, for example , VOD media
content . The request may be received by the media presen
tation and distribution system 108 , via the communication
network 114 . In accordance with an embodiment, the request

to present the programming media content may be trans

mitted to an application server of the client device 102 ,

which may transmit the request to the media presentation

correspond to data received and/or exchanged, via the com
munication network 114 , among the media presentation and
distribution system 108 , the CDN 104, the media assets
server 106 , and the client device 102 . Each network port
may correspond to a virtual address ( or a physicalmachine

and distribution system 108 , via the communication network
114 . An application engine ( not shown), at the client device
102 , may further request authentication of the request to
present the media stream from the media presentation and

tion data . For example , the virtual address may be an

HLS for an internet- based media distribution channel.
[0053 ] The media presentation and distribution system
108 may authenticate the request from the client device 102

address ) for transmission and reception of the communica

Internet Protocol version 4 (IPV4) or an Internet Protocol
version 6 (IPV6 ) address , and the physical address may be
a media access control (MAC ) address. An application layer

distribution system 108. The request may correspond to an

HTTP -based request via a transfer protocol, for example ,

and may store the requested at least one user -preference for

the programming media content. A search for an available

may be associated with the communication network 114 for
implementation of communication protocols on one or more

one or more programs may be identified by the media

communication requests from at least one of the one or more
computing devices . The communication data may be trans

programming media content in accordance with the at least

mitted or received via a communication protocol. Examples

one user-preference.

of the communication protocol may include, but are not
limited to , a Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP ) , a File

Transfer Protocol (FTP ), a Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
Common Management Information Protocol (CMIP ) Over
Transmission Control Protocol/ Internet Protocol TCP /IP
( CMOT).
[0050] The communication data may be transmitted or
received via at least one communication channel of the
plurality of communication channels. The communication
(SMTP ) , a Domain Name Server (DNS) protocol, and a

presentation and distribution system 108 to deliver the

100541. For example , a user, “ Phil ” may request the media
presentation and distribution system 108 to present the
programming media content associated with “ Comedy ” and

“ Thriller” genre. A search for one or more programs that
may have “ Comedy” or “ Thriller” genre may be performed
and the available comedy programsor thriller programsmay
be selected for delivery by the media presentation and

distribution system 108 .
[0055 ] Based on the search for the available one or more

programs, the media presentation and distribution system

channels may include, but are not limited to , a wireless

108 may generate a personalized playlist of the one ormore

channel, a wired channel, a combination of wireless and

programs that may be transmitted as a first media stream (or
VOD stream ) to the client device 102 . Such playlist may be

associated with a data standard which may be defined by one

personalized for the provided one or more preferences of the

wired channel thereof. The wireless orwired channelmay be
of a Local Area Network (LAN ), a Personal Area Network

(PAN ) , a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN ), a Wireless

Sensor Network (WSN ), a Wireless Area Network (WAN ),
and a Wireless Wide Area Network (WWAN ) . Additionally,

the wired channelmay be selected on the basis of bandwidth

criteria . For example , an optical fiber channel may be used

for a high bandwidth communication , and a coaxial cable (or
moderate bandwidth communication. In one scenario , the
communication network 114 may be an internet based
network . For such networks , a broadcast standard may be
Ethernet-based communication channel ) may be used for

user 116 . The media presentation and distribution system

108 may schedule a playout of each program within the

personalized playlist. During such scheduling, the media

presentation and distribution system 108 may retrieve the

programming media content for the generated playlist from
the CDN 104 of at least one media network . The retrieved

programmingmedia content comprises the scheduled one or

more programs, which may include encoded or raw uncom
pressed programs. Such raw uncompressed programs may

be encoded by the media presentation and distribution

system 108 in accordance with a distribution or delivery
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protocol for the client device 102 . Additionally, rights, such

as digital rights, for the retrieved one or more programsmay
be validated to enable packaging of the retrieved one or
more programs as the programming media content. A tag
ging service may be enabled within the media presentation

and distribution system 108 to insert at least one tag (here

inafter, “ one or more tags” ) at an event opportunity point

firstmedia stream prior to a playout of the firstmedia stream

to the client device 102 .Metadata of the at least one segment
of the first media stream and the one or more tags may be
stored as client manifest within the media presentation and

distribution system 108 . The transport media stream , as the
first media stream of the programming media content, and

the client manifest may be transmitted to the client device

determined within the programming media content of the
one or more programs.

102.

[0056 ] In one implementation , the tagging service may

the first media stream of the programming media content

enable a media analysis service within the media presenta
tion and distribution system 108 to determine the at least one
event opportunity point (hereinafter, “ one or more event

opportunity points” ) within the scheduled programming
media content for the user 116 . In another implementation ,

the media analysis service may identify opportunity points
within the programming media content and enable the
tagging service to generate tags for the identified opportu

nity points within the programming media content. The
determined one or more event opportunity points within the

scheduled programming media content may correspond to a
specified event within the programming media content . Such
specified event within the programming media content may
correspond to , but not limited to , start credits , end credits,

lull points , time-based marked regions, location -based
scene start and end , and product placement opportunities,
within the programming media content. For each of the
determined one or more event opportunity points within the

marked regions, context -based marked regions , explicit
programming media content, metadata may be stored within
the media presentation and distribution system 108 and
transferred to the tagging service of the media presentation

and distribution system 108. The tagging service of the
media presentation and distribution system 108 may be
configured to generate and insert the one or more tags at the
determined one ormore event opportunity points within the

programming media content. Such generation and insertion

may be based on the received metadata for each of the one

or more determined event opportunity points within the

programming media content . The one or more tags may

correspond to a client manifest that may be created by the
media presentation and distribution system and transmitted

[0058] The client device 102 may be configured to receive
and the clientmanifest transmitted by themedia presentation

and distribution system 108 . The received first media stream
may be encoded and encrypted with a defined encoding
technique or encryption technique . Such received media
stream may be decrypted and decoded at the client device
102 . The client device 102 may utilize the computational
resources of the graphics engine 110 to decode each frame

of the programmingmedia content within the media stream .
As the programming media content within the first media

stream gets decoded at the clientdevice 102 , the one or more
tags within the programming media content may be identi

fied by the client device 102 . Each of the one or more tags
may point to a corresponding event opportunity point within
the programming media content and may determine a cor
responding modification in the display view of the client
device 102 with the playback of the programming media
content. In addition , each tag may specify one or more
non - programming media assets for concurrent playback

with the programming media content, at the corresponding

event opportunity point, in the modified display view of the
client device . A request may be transmitted by the client

device 102 to themedia presentation and distribution system

108 for selection of the one ormore eventopportunity points
from at least one occurrence of the determined one or more
event opportunity points.
[0059 ] The media presentation and distribution system

108 may receive, from the client device 102 , the one or more

occurrences of the one or more event opportunity points

within the programming media content, as identified by the

client device 102 based on the one or more tags associated
with the programming media content. The media presenta

tion and distribution system 108 may be configured to

to the client device. The client manifest may be interpreted

respond , based on a defined criteria , to the received one or
more occurrences of the one or more event opportunity

marker, textual information , binary information , visual

least one of, or a combination thereof, but not limited to , a

at the client device. The one or more tags may be represented
by at least one of a signal, a beacon , a SCTE - 35 message , a
information , aural information in the first media stream , and
the like. Each tag of the one ormore tags may include , but

is not limited to , at least a pointer for a defined playback

points . Such defined criteria may be determined based on at
retrieved set of user - preferences , at least one defined goal, a
measured attention of the user 116 associated with the client

device 102 , time constraints , inventory constraints , and

duration of a corresponding event opportunity point, a

user -defined constraints . In accordance with an embodiment,

tion , and a descriptor or pointer to a corresponding non

points, the media presentation and distribution system 108

modification in a display view the defined playback dura
programming media asset to be presented within the play

back duration of the corresponding event opportunity point.
[0057] The scheduled one or more programs in the gen

for each of the selected one or more event opportunity

may determine the corresponding modification in the display

view of the client device 102 and the corresponding non

programming media asset for concurrent presentation at the

erated playlist may be packaged with the one or more tags ,

client device 102 .

within the programmingmedia content, to obtain a packaged

the media presentation and distribution system 108 on each
transmitted request for the selection of the one or more event

at the determined one or more event opportunity points

programming media content. The packaged programming
media content may be encapsulated on a transport media
stream , such as an MPEG - 2 stream , which may be referred
to as the first media stream of the programming media

content. Additionally , the media presentation and distribu

tion system 108 may generate at least one segment of the

10060 ] The client device 102 may receive a response from
opportunity points within the programming media content of
the first media stream . The response may comprise the
selected one or more event opportunity points for concurrent
presentation of the one or more non - programming media

assets during the playback of the programming media con
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tent from the first media stream . In response to the selection

of theone ormore event opportunity points , the client device
102 may request the media presentation and distribution

system 108 to transmit a second media stream of the one or
more non -programming media assets , via the communica

tion network 114 . In accordance with an embodiment, based

opportunity point and a tag may specify a modification , such
as a squeeze back of the programming media content from

a defined region of the programming media content to
downscaled region within the display view of the client
device 102 . A remnant region within the display view may
bend
be partitioned and a promotional advertisement video and a

on the request, the media presentation and distribution

trailer of an upcoming program may be populated within the

media assets , such as videos, or graphics of promotional

advertisement video and the trailer may be presented con
currently with the end credits such that the user 116 may
seamlessly engage with the programming media content.
[0064 ] As the display view of the client device 102 is

system 108 may fetch the one or more non -programming

content, from the media assets server 106 . In accordance
with an embodiment, the media presentation and distribution
system 108 may retrieve the one or more non -programming
media assets from internally managed assets stores. The one

or more non -programming media assets may be packaged

and encapsulated on a transport media stream , such as an
MPEG - 2 stream , which may be transmitted as the second
media stream to the client device 102 , via the communica

partitioned regions of the display view . The promotional

modified and the corresponding non - programming media
asset is presented within the modified display view , the
media presentation and distribution system 108 , in conjunc

tion with the client device 102 , may be configured to verify

tion network 114 . As the client device 102 receives the

enablement of the one or more modifications in the display
view of the client device 102 . The media presentation and

triggered to encode each non -programming media asset in

distribution system 108 , in conjunction with the client
device 102 , may be further configured to verify the presen
tation of the one or more non -programming media assets

second media stream , the graphics engine 110 may be

the second media stream and the programming media con
tent within the first media stream . Each non - programming
media asset may be encoded for playback at the determined

event opportunity point within the programming media

within the modified display view or an unmodified display

view at the client device 102.

[0065 ] At least one notification may be generated at the

content for a defined duration , for example , 10 seconds of a

media presentation and distribution system 108 , based on a

device 102 may be configured to receive the first media

movie trailer at the program start credit point. The client
stream and the second media stream as concurrent media

defined set of rules for the at least one event opportunity
point within the programming media content. The defined

streams, and each of the first media stream and the second

tions may include, but are not limited to , user-defined

independent thread at the client device 102.

constraints , client device constraints, defined goalof impres

[0061] In further response to the selection of the one or

tion of the at least one notification . In other words, the

media stream may be managed concurrently via at least one

more event opportunity points, the client device 102 may
modify a display view with the at least one modification

(hereinafter, “ one or more modifications ” ) for the defined
duration of the selected one or more event opportunity
points within the programming media content. The one or
more modifications in the display view of the client device

102 may be based on the one or more tags in the program

ming media content . The one or more modifications in the

display view may include , but is not limited to , a squeeze
back of the programming media content to a defined region

within the display view , an overlay over the defined region

within the display view , and a partitioning of the display
view . Each of such one or more modifications may be
personalized for the user based on a set of user -preferences

set of rules for the generation of the one or more notifica
sions, program reach or views, or a defined time of genera
defined set of rules may be based on constraints, for

example, for a cap on a number ofnotifications, or a time for

no - disturbance, provided by the user 116 , or a network filter

in the client device 102 that filters notifications, a sales or

impressions goal of the promoters of the one or more

non -programmingmedia assets, and the like. For example a
notification service may be triggered at a moment when a
given piece of programming content may be encoded and

available at the client device (based upon determined or

explicitly entered user preference ). Upon selection of
options in a notification , the first media stream may be
'paused and the stream associated with the notification may
be played . The generated one or more notifications may be

for the user 116 .

transmitted to at least the client device 102 or at least one
delivery platform associated with the client device 102 .

each of the one or more non - programming media assets in

messages, webpages, podcasts and applications, which may
be present in the one or more delivery devices 112 or the

[0062 ] The client device 102may be configured to present

the second media stream within themodified display view of

the client device 102 , and concurrently with the playback of

programming media content in the first media stream . A

separate thread within the process circuitry of the client
device 102 may manage the decoding and playback of each
non - programming media asset and the programming media
content within the modified display view . The presentation

of the programming media content may correspond to a

parallel playback of each non -programming media asset and

the programming media content within a partitioned or
scaled region of the display view of the client device 102 .
[0063] For example, for a program with end credits , a user
may find such credit playback duration as of low interest and
may switch to a different program . Such low interest period

for the end credit playback may be considered as an event

Such at least one delivery platform may comprise emails,
client device 102 . As the one or more notifications are

received at the client device 102 or the one ormore delivery

devices 112 , the user 116 may interact with the one or more
notifications. The interaction may result in generation of a
response over the one or more notifications, which may be

transmitted by the client device 102 or the one or more

delivery devices 112 as a request to the media presentation
and distribution system 108 . In conjunction with the
received request, the media presentation and distribution

system 108 may instruct the presentation of the one ormore
non - programming media assets within the modified display
view of the client device 102 . For example , a notification

that prompts the user 116 to provide whether the displayed
“ Car ” in the modified view is of interest to the user 116 . The
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user 116 may select “ No” option from the notification and

therefore , the media presentation and distribution system
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processor, a CODEC chipset , a subscriber identity module
(SIM ) card , and /or a local buffer.

108 may filter non -programming media assets that may be
related to " Car" . The detailed description of the operation of

logic , circuitry , and interfaces that may be configured to

[0069 ] The request engine 204 may comprise suitable

bution system 108 has been described in detail in FIG . 2A

the client device 102 and the media presentation and distri

transmit at least one request to the media presentation and

and FIG . 2B , respectively .

distribution system 108 and receive responses for the trans
mitted requests and , permissions and / or rights over the

[0066 ] FIG . 2A is a block diagram that illustrates an

programming media content. The at least one requestmay be

of non -programming media assets with personalized pro

device 102. The request engine 204 may be communica

gramming media contents, in accordance with an exemplary

tively coupled to the network interface 202A that may be

embodiment of the present disclosure . Referring to FIG . 2A ,

further coupled to an I/ O interface (not shown ) of the client

there is shown the client device 102 that comprises a
network interface 202, and a first plurality of circuits 200A .
The first plurality of circuits 200A may include a request
engine 204, a modification engine 206 , a presentation engine

device 102 . The user 116 , associated with the client device
102 , may provide at least one interaction at a display view
of the client device 102 , via the I/ O interface , such as a

exemplary client device for client- side dynamic presentation

208 , a verification engine 210 , a user manager 212 , a
notification engine 214 and a content recognition (CR )

engine 216 communicatively coupled with each other, via at

least one bus or circuitry within the client device 102. The

transmitted to perform at least one operation on the client

microphone , a keyboard , touch -screen , or a mouse pad . The
network interface 202 A may communicate the correspond

ing selection from /to the request engine 204 . In response to
the received at least one interaction , the request engine 204
may identify a request within the received at least one

client device may additionally include a dynamic manifest
generator 208A . The graphics engine 110 may be present as

interaction and generate a corresponding request that may be
defined as per a communication protocol specified for the

a resource of a GPU within the client device 102 . The media
presentation and distribution system 108 and the CDN 104
may be communicatively coupled , via the communication
network 114 , to the network interface 202A of the client
device 102. Although not shown in FIG . 2A , the first
plurality of circuits 200A may include one or more proces
sors that may operate on instructions that may be stored in

[0070] The modification engine 206 may comprise suit

a memory present on the client device 102 .

100671. The network interface 202A may comprise suitable
logic , circuitry , and interfaces that may be configured to

communicate with various computing components within

the client device 102 . The network interface 202A may be
implemented by use of known technologies to support wired
or wireless communication of the various computing com
ponents of the client device 102 with peripheral compo
nents , such as the media presentation and distribution sys
tem 108 and the CDN 104 . Components of the network
interface 202A may include , but are not limited to , an
antenna , a radio frequency (RF ) transceiver, one or more
amplifiers , a tuner, one or more oscillators , a digital signal
processor, a coder -decoder (CODEC ) chipset, and /or a local

buffer circuitry .
[0068 ] The network interface 202A may comprise suitable
logic , circuitry , and interfaces that may be configured to

operate as a communication bridge between various com

ponents of the client device 102 , the CDN 104 , the media
assets server 106 , the one or more delivery devices 112
associated with the user 116 , and various computing com

ponents of the client device 102 . The network interface
202 A may be implemented by use of known technologies to

support wired or wireless communication of the various
computing components of the client device 102 with periph
eral components , such as the media presentation and distri

bution system 108 , the CDN 104 , the media assets server

106 , and the one or more delivery devices 112 associated
with the user 116 . Additionally , the network interface 202A

client device 102 and other peripheral devices.

able logic , circuitry, and interfaces that may be configured to

render the one or more modifications to a display view ofthe
client device 102 . The one or more modifications may be

rendered with due utilization of graphical computation

resources of the graphics engine 110 within the client device
102 . Such modifications with the display view of the client

device 102 may be rendered at the selected one or more
event opportunity points , such as credit playbacks , lull
periods, and contextually vital points , within the program

ming media content.
[0071 ] The presentation engine 208 may comprise suitable
logic , circuitry and interfaces that may be configured to
present the one or more non -programming media assets
( from a second media stream ) for a defined duration , con

currently with the programming media content (from the

first media stream ). The one or more non -programming

media assets may be presented concurrently over at least one
modified display view of the client device 102 . The presen

tation engine 208 may be configured to ensure a synchro
nized and parallelized decoding of each frame of the pro

gramming media content and the one or more non
programming media assets for concurrent presentation
within the modified display view of the client device 102. In
this regard , the presentation engine 208 may be configured
to perform optimal allocation of at least one worker thread
from a thread pool to the first media stream of the program
ming media content and another worker thread to the second

media stream of the one or more non -programming media
assets for concurrent execution (or presentation ) within the

modified display view of the client device 102 .
[0072 ] A request, via the request engine 204 , may be
transmitted by the presentation engine 208 to the graphics
engine 110 to encode the programming media content and

the one or more non -programming media assets , in accor
dance with defined one or more attributes, such as , but not
limited to , scale , aspect ratio , and resolution . In other words,

may operate as a switch or a router of communication
signals to dedicated components of the client device 102 .

the presentation engine 208 may manage allocation of the

Components of the network interface 202A may include, but

programming media content and the one or more non

are not limited to , an antenna , an RF transceiver, one ormore

amplifiers , a tuner, one or more oscillators, a digital signal

programming media assets within the modified displayed

view and generate requests to encode such programming
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media content and assets as per the allocation within the
modified display view . Additionally, the presentation engine

208 may synchronize operations with the graphics engine
110 to dynamically present the decoded frames at the

modified display view of the client device 102 .
[0073 ] The dynamic manifest generator 208A at the client
side may provide functionalities of dynamic manifest
manipulation and generation for customized presentation of
programming media content at the client device 102. The
programming media content schedule that is manipulated by
the dynamic manifest generator 208A at the client device

102 may enable viewing at least one of, or a combination
thereof, but not limited to , VOD media content, linear media

content, live media content, VOD to VOD programming

media content, VOD to live programming media content,

live to live programming media content, and live to VOD
programming media content. Such diverse types of pro
gramming media content schedule may be manipulated
based on implementation of functions on dynamically modi
fiable manifest information generated at the dynamic mani
fest generator 208A .

[0074 ] The verification engine 210 may comprise suitable
verify an enablement of the one or more modifications in the
display view of the client device 102 and the corresponding
presentation of the one or more non - programming media
assets within the modified display view or an unmodified
display view at the client device 102 . Such verification may
correspond to an evaluation of at least one deviation of the
modified display view of the client device 102, the presen
logic , circuitry , and interfaces that may be configured to

tation of the programming media content , or the one or more
non - programming media assets within the modified display
view of the client device , from a specified modification . The

verification engine 210 may implement at least a defined

heuristic , a machine learning , a content recognition , or

secured public /private key based authentication methods or

beacons to verify the concurrent presentation as well as the

one or more modification within the display view . Such
methods may be used to estimate the one or more deviation

of the modified display view from the specified modification

data may comprise at least a set of user-authentication data ,
subscription data , one or more user-preferences, and asso
ciated interactions with the presented one or more non
programming media assets at the client device 102. A
footprint of the user 116 defines the activities of the user 116

thatmay be stored in the user database in real-time.
[0076 ] The notification engine 214 may comprise suitable

logic , circuitry, and interfaces that may be configured to

generate , transmit , and receive responses over the one or
more notifications, personalized for the one or more pref
erences of the user 116 . Such one or more notifications may

be generated as per specification of the associated one or

more delivery platforms. For example , a notification may be
generated as per a specification of an e -mail delivery plat
form , another notification may be generated for a popup

notification for a webpage , and yet another notification may
be generated for a push -notification that redirects to a

user -interface of an application engine at the client device
102 or the one or more delivery devices 112 . The notification
engine 214 may generate the one or more notifications,

based on a defined set of rules for the one or more event
opportunity points within the programming media content.
The defined set of rules for the generation of the at least one
notification may comprise a user-defined constraint, a client
device constraint, a defined goal of impressions, reach or
views, or a defined time of generation of the at least one
notification . As an example, a user ( Y ) may engage with a

beverage ad by participating in a poll, which may be

displayed for “ 10 seconds” at the modified display view of
the client device 102 . The notification engine 214 may
receive such engagement metadata , and may further gener
ate at least one notification to provide a poll summary and

a bundled discount coupon for a next purchase of the

beverage promoted via the beverage ad .
[0077 ] The CR engine 216 may comprise suitable logic ,
circuitry , and interfaces that may be configured to perform
content recognition of the modified display view of the

client device 102. The CR engine 216 may be further
configured to identify whether the programming media
content and the one or more non -programming media assets

of the display view , presentation of the programming media
content, and the one or more non -programming media assets
within the modified display view or an unmodified display

may have been loaded and adaptively displayed within the

view .

the verification engine 210 or the request engine 204 to
perform such content recognition . The CR engine 216 may

[ 0075 ] The user manager 212 may comprise suitable logic ,
circuitry , and interfaces that may be configured to manage
processes and/ or requests that may be associated with the at

modified display view of the client device 102 . The CR
engine 216 may receive control signals , as instructions, from

be operationally characterized as a statistical signal process
ing engine that may process an audio stream or a video

least one preference, activities (or footprints ), interaction , or

stream of the modified display view or the presented pro

data in a user database . The user-related data may be stored

ming media assets at the client device 102 . The CR engine
216 may be configured to optimally identify at least one
region -of- interest within the modified media view that may

profile of the user 116 . Such preferences , activities, inter
action , or profile may be stored and managed as user -related

as a structured and relational data , or an unstructured and
non - relational data in the user database . Every time the user

gramming media content and the one or more non - program

correspond to the presented one or more non -programming
nique to identify the schedule and the one or more attributes

116 requests, via the client device 102, to access the pre
ferred programming media content, the request may be

media assets. The CR engine 216 may implement a tech

stored at the user manager 212 . The user manager 212 may
be configured to authenticate the user 116 upon receiving

of each of the one or more non - programming media assets .
Examples of the technique may include , but are not limited

such request, via the network interface 202A . Additionally ,

the user manager 212 may be configured to facilitate trans

actions or payments , in conjunction with a payment engine

( not shown ), for at least one product or service offerings,
promoted via the one or more non - programming media
assets . The user database may be configured to store and

manage the user-related data in real-time. The user-related

to , acoustic fingerprinting, digital watermarking , and digital

video fingerprinting. Additionally, supervised or unsuper

vised machine learning, deep learning , neural network , or

artificially intelligence associated techniques may be imple
mented to facilitate precise determination of the one or more
attributes of the one or more non -programming media assets

in the media stream .
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10078] In operation , a request with the at least one user
preference for the programming media content may be
transmitted by the user 116 , via the request engine 204 of the
client device 102 to the network interface 202A of the media
presentation and distribution system 108 . The request to
stream the programming media content at the client device

102 may be further associated with an authentication request
for the user 116 . The authentication of the user 116 with the

may comprise at least one memory block , reserved for
caching of the communication data received , via the com
munication network 114 . In one such case , the first media

stream may be cached in the at least one memory block of

the at least one memory device of the client device 102 . The
media presentation and distribution system 108 may also
transmit a client manifest, along with the firstmedia stream ,
to the client device 102 . In some embodiments , the client

media presentation and distribution system 108 may be

device 102 may further include a catalogue store ( not
shown ). The catalogue store may include a VOD catalogue

At least one authentication data of the user 116 , which may

of available programming media content and a live cata
logue society of cable telecommunication engineers

managed by the user manager 212 of the client device 102 .
comprise private keys or encrypted passwords, may be
transmitted to the media presentation and distribution sys

tem 108 along with the request to stream the programming

media content. A validation of the request from the request
engine 204 may be performed by the media presentation and
distribution system 108 . Such validation may correspond to
at least a new registration of the user 116 associated with the

client device 102, a renewal of service subscription , a
verification of payment, an authentication of the at least one
authentication data of the user 116 associated with the client

device 102, and the like .
[0079 ] As the user 116 is validated by the media presen
tation and distribution system 108 , a display circuitry of the
client device 102 may be populated with a user interface of
an application engine , which may be configured to render at
least one display view at the display circuitry of the client
device 102 . The application engine at the client device 102
may render a display view in conjunction with the graphics
engine 110 of the client device 102 . The display view may
be an on -screen view of the display circuitry, which may
comprise one or more components of at least a media player

and a navigational menu , as rendered by the application

engine , in conjunction with the graphics engine 110 of the

client device 102 . Such one or more components may be
characterized by one or more graphical objects and one or
more non - graphical objects. Initially , the application engine
may be tasked with the enablement of the one or more

non - graphical objects of the display view . The one or more

non - graphical objects may correspond to a markup of a

player, timer , logo , bugs, thumbnails, and the like . The

markup may specify a position , a size and a scale , and an
aspect ratio of the one or more non - graphical objects within

the displayed view of the client device 102 . Thereafter, the
graphics engine 110 may be configured to render the one or

more graphical objects over the top of the one or more

non - graphical objects, such as player branding, animation ,
responsive objects , and buttons. Such rendering of the one or

more graphical objects may be personalized for the client
device 102 , as per the at least one user - preference . There

after, the application engine , in conjunction with the graph
ics engine 110 , may be configured to render a customized

display view at the display circuitry associated with the

client device 102 .
[ 0080 ] In response to the request received from the client

device 102 , the media presentation and distribution system
108 may be configured to transmit a firstmedia stream of the

preference -based programming media content to the client

(SCTE )- 224 schedule ) of available programming media
content, which may be pre-cached onto the client device

before or after user request.

[0081 ] The cached first media stream may be encrypted

with a defined encryption technique to prevent unauthorized
access of the programming media content within the first

media stream . The programming media content within the
first media stream may be stored as one or more encrypted

blocks of the programming media content in the at least one
memory block of the at least one memory device of the
client device 102 . Video content of the programming media

contentmay be stored as one or more encrypted video blocks
and audio content of the programming media contentmay be

stored as one or more encrypted audio blocks within the at

least one memory block . Each encrypted audio or video

block may comprise an integer number of blocks , for
example 16 -byte blocks, which may be encrypted using the
defined encryption technique , such as AES - 128 cipher block
chaining (CBC ) mode with no padding .
[0082] As the first media stream is cached , the presenta
tion engine 208 decrypts the encrypted one or more audio
blocks and the encrypted one or more video blocks of the

programming media content within the cached first media
stream , stored at the at least one memory block in the client

device 102. The decryption of the programming media

content within the cached first media stream may be per
formed , in conjunction with the application engine or the
user manager 212 within the client device 102 . The presen
tation engine 208 may be further configured to decode the

decrypted blocks ( or frames) of the audio content or the

video content within the programming media content based
on a defined codec engine (not shown ) , which may be

present within the presentation engine 208 or may be

accessible via at least one application programming inter
face (API) of a third party network . Examples of the defined

codec engine for the audio content or the video contentmay
include , but are not limited , H . 265/MPEG - H HEVC , H . 264 /

MPEG - 4 AVC , H .263 /MPEG -4 Part 2 , H .262/MPEG -2 ,

Microsoft codecs, Google (On2 ) , and specifically , X264 .

HEVC , Xvid , FFmpeg, Divx , WindowsMedia Encoder, VP

version [ 3 - 9 ], FFavs, and x265 . Such defined codec engine
may be hardware -accelerated or may be programmatically

accelerated by the graphics engine 110 of the client device
102 . Each of the one or more decoded blocks of the

programming media content may be presented within an

allocated region of the rendered display view , associated

device 102 , via the communication network 114 . The client

with the display circuitry of the client device 102 . The

device 102 may receive the first media stream of the
preferred programming media content, via the network
interface 202A , which may comprise dedicated network
ports for streaming such first media stream . The client
device 102 may comprise at least one memory device , which

presentation engine 208 may be further configured to man

age resource allocation for the decoding and presentation of
the programming media content, thread pool management

for managing concurrent thread allocation for different
operations, and regulation of the playback of the program
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ming media content at the display view of the client device
102, in accordance with at least one playback specification
in the client manifest. Such playback specification may
include , butmay not be limited to , a frame rate , a saturation ,

a brightness, a contrast, an aspect ratio , and a resolution of
the programming media content.
10083 ] The programming media content within the cached

firstmedia stream may be played at the client device for a

defined playback duration , as per the playlist of the one or
more programs within the programming media content. The
playlist of the one or more programs may be dynamically
modified by the dynamic manifest generator 208A . For

example, the playlist may be modified to present the one or
m
more
programs as at least one of, or a combination of , but

may generate and transmit a request to the media presenta

tion and distribution system 108 , in conjunction with the

request engine 204, to select the one or more event oppor

tunities within the programming media content, as streamed

at the client device 102
[0086 ] Accordingly, the media presentation and distribu

tion system 108 may receive , from the client device 102, the
at least one occurrence of the one ormore event opportunity
points within the programming media content. A response
on the received one or more event opportunity points may be

provided by the media presentation and distribution system

108 to the client device 102 . The response may be provided

as a decision for application of the one or more modifica
tions and associated concurrent presentation of the one or

not limited to , a linear playlist of programs, a live playlist of
programs, a non -linear ( or VOD ) playlist of programs, a live

more non -programming media assets with the programming
media content. The response may be provided based on a

to live, a VOD to VOD , a linear to VOD , a non- linear to
linear playlist of programs. As the presentation engine 208
executes the playback of the programmingmedia content at

defined criteria , which may include, but are not limited to ,

the display view , one or more tags inserted within the

at least a retrieved set of user- preferences, at least one
defined goal, a measured attention of the user 116 associated
with the client device 102 , time constraints, inventory con

programming media content may be detected at the one or

straints , and user -defined constraints,

more event opportunity points within the programming
media content. Each tag within the first media stream may

correspond to a corresponding event opportunity point

within the programmingmedia content. Each of such one or

more event opportunity points may correspond to a specified
event, which may correspond to at least start credits , end

credits, lull points, time-based marked regions, location

[0087 ] For example, a tag ( TAG1) that may be present at
a playback time ( T1 ), for example , “ 00 : 10 : 13" , and may
specify a lull point in a program (P1), played at the display
view of the client device 102. The presentation engine 208
may detect such tag ( TAG1) at the playback time ( T1), and
may request the modification engine 206 to get permissions/
rights for application of the one or more modifications and

based marked regions , and context -based marked regions
within the programming media content. Each tag and asso
ciated metadata may specify at least a pointer for a defined

ming media assets specified within the tag ( TAG1) for the

playback duration of a corresponding event opportunity

presentation and distribution system 108 may select the lull

point, one or more modifications in a display view for the

defined playback duration , a descriptor or pointer to a
corresponding non - programming media asset to be pre

sented within the playback duration of the corresponding

event opportunity point and the like .
[0084 ] Accordingly , as the presentation engine 208 may
detect each tag within the programmingmedia content, the
corresponding event opportunity point of a defined duration
may be identified for the presentation of the programming

media content with the one or more non - programming
media assets , for example , a video advertisement, a promo
tional video , a recap, or a trailer. However, such concurrent
playback of the programming media content and the one or
more non- programming media assets may require one or

more modifications in the display view of the client device
102 . Therefore , the presentation engine 208 may be further
configured to transmit a request , via the request engine 204 ,
to the modification engine 206 to enable such one or more
modifications in the display view .
[0085 ] At each detected tag within the programming
media content, the modification engine 206 may be config

ured to modify the display view , for the defined duration ,

with the one or more modifications . Prior to modifications ,
the modification engine 206 may be configured to seek

concurrent presentation of the one or more non -program

corresponding lull point in the program (P1 ). The media
point (which is the event opportunity point) within the
programming media content for modification of the display
view . The selection may be based on a sales target or an
impression target for a non -programming media asset, such

as a cola advertisement or a user preference , such as a

preference for non -alcoholic beverages of the user 116 .
[0088 ] As the modification engine 206 receives the selec

tion and associated permissions/ rights from the media pre

sentation and distribution system 108 , the modification

engine 206 performs one ormore operations for the one or

more modifications of the display view , in conjunction with

the graphics engine 110 of the client device 102 . Examples

of the one or more operations may include , but are not
limited to , identification of each specified modification in
each graphical object or each non - graphical object loaded

for the display view , a defined number of partitions of the
display view , associated defined region , a size , a scale , an

aspect ratio and a life -time of each of such defined number
of partitions of the display view , allocation of the program
ming media content and the one or more non -programming

media assets within the modified display view , and regula
tion of a behavior of the modified display view within the
defined duration of the corresponding selected event oppor
tunity point. The regulation of behavior may correspond to

permissions/rights from the media presentation and distri

granular transitions or modifications in the size , scale ,

bution system 108 to apply the one or more modifications
within the display view of the client device 102 . Therefore ,

number, responsiveness , or a defined visual attribute of each

occurrence of the one or more event opportunity points

point. The routines, logic , resources , or programmable

the modification engine 206 may provide at least one

within the programming media content to the media pre
sentation and distribution system 108 , via the communica -

tion network 114 . Additionally , the modification engine 206

graphical object or non - graphical object of the display view

for the defined duration of the selected event opportunity

instructions for the one or more modifications may be
obtained from the metadata of the corresponding tag in the
client manifest. In accordance with an embodiment, the
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media presentation and distribution system 108 may provide

stream and the second media stream may be managed

programmable instructions for the selection of the one or

device 102 .

the metadata , comprising the routines, logic , resources , or

more event opportunity points within the programming
media content and the response for the received request from

the modification engine 206 . Further, the modification

engine 206, in conjunction with the graphics engine 110 ,
may render , for the defined duration , the modified display

view at the display circuitry associated with the client device

102. The one or more modifications in the display view of
the client device 102 may include , but is not limited to , a

squeeze -back of the programming media content to the
defined region within the display view , an overlay over the

defined region within the display view , and a partitioned

view of the display view . Such modifications may be per
sonalized for the user 116 based on a retrieved set of

user-preferences for the user 116 .
[0089] As themodification engine 206 performs the one or

more modifications in the display view , the presentation

engine 208 concurrently manages the presentation of the one
or more non -programming media assets within the modified

display view of the client device 102. The one or more

non - programming media assets for presentation may be
specified within the metadata of each tag , present within the

client manifest and may be specified by the media presen
tation and distribution system 108 at the time of the recep
tion of the request from the client device 102 . The presen
tation engine 208 may be configured to perform one or more
operations to maintain the concurrency of the presentation of
the programming media content with the one or more
non -programming media assets within the modified display

view of the display circuitry . The one or more operations
may include , but are not limited to , a request to retrieve the

one or more non -programming media assets from the media

presentation and distribution system 108 , an encoding of the

programming media content and the retrieved one or more
non -programming media assets to a defined scale , size ,
resolution , aspect ratio of the allocated region or partition
within the modified display view , a placement of the pro
gramming media content, and the encoded one or more

non - programming media assets at the allocated partition or
the defined region within the modified display view at the

display circuitry , associated with the client device 102 .
[ 0090 ] Initially, the presentation engine 208 may transmit
a request , via the request engine 204 , to the media presen

tation and distribution engine to provide the one or more
non - programming media assets for playback at the deter
mined one or more event opportunity points within the
modified view of the client device 102. The media presen
tation and distribution system 108 may be configured to

transmit a second media stream of the requested one or more

non -programming media assets in response to the request

received from the presentation engine 208 of the client
device 102 . The transmitted second media stream of the

requested one or more non - programming media assets may
be received at the client device 102 , via the network inter

face 202A . The received second media stream may be
encrypted and may be stored at the at least one memory
block of the at least one memory device in the client device

102. The storage , decryption and decoding of the second

concurrently via at least one independent thread at the client

[0091] The presentation engine 208 , in conjunction with
the graphics engine 110 , may be further configured to

encode the one or more non -programming media assets of

the second media stream to a scale, a size, a resolution , and
an aspect ratio of the allocated partition or the defined region
within themodified display view of the client device 102 . As
an example , a non -programming media asset ( A ) may be an

MPEG - 4 video , with an AAC audio , such that the size of
each frame of the non - programming media asset ( A ) may be

“ 1920 px ” ( px” refers to pixels ) by height and “ 1280 px ”

by width , with an aspect ratio of “ 1920 : 1280 ” , that is ,
“ 16 : 9 ” . The presentation engine 208 may be configured to
encode (or scale ) each frame of the non -programming media

asset ( A ) to “ 1280 px by 720 px ” without affecting the aspect

ratio (of “ 16 :9” ) of the non -programming media asset ( A ).
[0092 ] The presentation engine 208 may be further con

figured to present the one or more non - programming media
assets, from the second media stream for the defined dura

tion , concurrently with the programming media content
from the first media stream over the at least one modified
display view of the client device 102 . Such concurrent

presentation of the programming media content from the
firstmedia stream along with the one or more non -program

ming media assets from the second media stream may
increase a likelihood of an engagement of the user 116

associated with the client device 102. The likelihood of
engagement may be improved based on a targeted selection
of the one or more event opportunity points to improve an
attention span of the user 116 . The presentation of the

encoded one ormore non -programming media assets and the
encoded programming media content, at the modified dis

play view of the client device 102 , may be synchronized
with the one or more modifications in the display view of the

client device 102 , such that the transition from the display

view to the modified display view and the concurrent

presentation of the encoded programming media contentand
the encoded one or more non -programming media assets is

seamless for the user 116 .
[0093] In general, the personalized and concurrent deliv
ery of the programming media content and the one or more

non -programming media assets, and the associated one or

more modifications within the display view may require a
concrete verification at either the client- side (that is the
client device 102 ) or at the server- side ( that is the media

presentation and distribution system 108 ). Therefore , the

verification engine 210 , in conjunction with the media

presentation and distribution system 108 , may be configured
to verify an enablement of the one ormore modifications in

the display view of the client device 102 and the presentation

of the at least one media item within the modified display
view or an unmodified display view at the client device 102 .
Such client- side verification may be based on one or more
techniques , which may be used to identify at least one

deviation in the modified display view and the presented

programming media content and the one or more non

programming media assets . Example of the one or more

deviations may include, but are not limited to , a partial

media stream may be similar to what has been described

overlay , a color imbalance , an error with transition or

above for the first media stream . The first media stream and

overlay , an abrupt disappearance of the one or more non

the second media stream may be received at the client device
102 as concurrentmedia streams, and each of the firstmedia

programming media assets or the programming media con

tent from the modified display view , and a non -responsive
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playback of the one or more non -programming media assets .
In response to the detection of the one or more deviations,
the verification engine 210 may be configured to trigger, in
conjunction with the media presentation and distribution

system 108 , at least one circuitry or programmable routine
to adjust or correct the detected one ormore deviations in the

presentation of the programming media content and the one

or more non - programming media assets within the modified
display view as well as the one or more modifications in the

display view of the client device 102 .
[0094 ] In accordance with an embodiment, the notification
engine 214 in the client device 102 may be configured to

generate and serve one or more notifications , via one or

more delivery platformsor one ormore delivery devices 112
associated with the user 116 . The one or more notifications
may be generated , based on a defined set of rules, for the one
or more event opportunity points within the programming
media content. Such one or more notifications may be

intended to at least inform the user 116 about a presented
non -programming media asset, an engagement of the user
116 with the presented non -programming media asset, a

[0096 ] FIG . 2B is a block diagram that illustrates an

exemplary media presentation and distribution system at a

server- side to enable client- side concurrent presentation of

non - programming media assets and programming media
content, in accordance with an embodiment of the present
disclosure . Referring to FIG . 2B , there is shown the media
presentation and distribution system 108 that comprises a
network interface 202B , a personalization server (PS ) 218 ,

a data management system (DMS ) 220 , a user database
220A , a content decision system (CDS ) 222 , a content store
(CS) 224 , an assets and rights database 224A , a personalized

playlist generator (PPG ) 226 , a dynamic manifest generator
228 , a scheduler server (SS ) 230 , a playout server ( PLS )
232 , a tagging system ( TS ) 234 , a media analysis server
(MAS ) 236 , an event opportunity server (EOS) 238 , a goal
management system (GMS) 240 , a content management

system (CMS) 242 , a notification server (NS) 244 , a veri
fication server ( VS ) 246 , and a control unit (CU ) 248 ,

communicatively coupled with each other in the media

presentation and distribution system 108 . The operation of

aforementioned components may be executed by a second

plurality of circuits 200B that may be present in the control

promotional offer on the promoted offering in the presented
non - programming media asset, and the like. The defined set

unit 248 . Although not shown in FIG . 2B , the second
plurality of circuits 200A may include one or more proces

of rules for generation of the one or more notifications may
comprise a user -defined constraint, a client -device con
straint, a defined goal of impressions, reach or views, a

a memory present on the media presentation and distribution

defined time of generation of the at least one notification ,

and a specified type of the one or more notifications , for
example , push , pop -up , fixed , and interactive notifications .

Additionally, each of the one or more notifications may
provide at least one selectable option for the user 116 to

provide a request for at least one service. Such service may

correspond to an engagement of the user 116 with the

offering presented in the corresponding non - programming
media asset. Therefore , the notification engine 214 may be
further configured to receive a request based on a response
from the user 116 over the served one ormore notifications .
Example of the one or more services may include, but are

not limited to , subscriptions, payments, registrations,
upgrades, updates , purchases , transactions, sign up or sign

in , for at least one product, service or event offering,
promoted by the presented one or more non -programming
media assets with the programming media content. Addi

tionally, the presentation engine 208 may be configured to
instruct the presentation of the one or more non -program

ming media assets or the programming media content for the

received request on the served one or more notifications . In
certain cases, the notification engine 214 may generate the
one or more notifications in response to the presentation of
the one or more non -programming media assets at the
selected one or more event opportunity points within the
programming media content.
[ 0095 ] It may be noted that the present disclosure has been

described in light of engagement of a single user with the

client device 102 . However, the present disclosure may be
applicable for a plurality ofusers , each of which may engage
with one or more client devices , without a deviation from the
scope of the disclosure . Such engagement of the plurality of
users may be concurrent, sequential or at random . Themedia
presentation and distribution system 108 may optimally
balance the requirements and perform management of a

corresponding plurality of requests from the plurality of

users in real- time.

sors that may operate on instructions thatmay be stored in
system 108.

[0097 ] The network interface 202B may comprise suitable
operate as a communication bridge between various com
logic , circuitry , and interfaces that may be configured to

ponent of the client device 102, the CDN 104 , the media

assets server 106 , and the one or more delivery devices 112

associated with the user 116 and various computing com
ponents of the media presentation and distribution system
108. The network interface 202B may be implemented by
use of known technologies to support wired or wireless
communication of the various computing components of the

media presentation and distribution system 108 with periph

eral components, such as the client device 102 , the CDN
104 , the media assets server 106 , and the one or more

delivery devices 112 associated with the user 116 . Addition
ally , the network interface 202B may operate as a switch or

a router of communication signals to dedicated components
of the media presentation and distribution system 108 .
Components of the network interface 202B may include , but

are not limited to , an antenna , an RF transceiver , one or more
amplifiers , a tuner, one or more oscillators , a digital signal

processor, a CODEC chipset, and/or a local buffer.

[0098 ] The PS 218 may comprise suitable logic, circuitry

and interfaces that may be configured to operate as a
communication interface between the ( client-side ) client

device 102 and the (server -side ) DMS 220 . The PS 218 may
be specifically configured to communicate , via the network
interface 202B , with the client device 102 associated with
the user 116 , using communication signals . The one or more

requests , from the client device 102 , may be received at the

network interface 202B and the network interface 202B may

be configured to route the received one ormore requests to

the PS 218. The PS 218 may be configured to parse one or

more request parameters in each received request from the
client device 102 , and communicate the parsed one or more
request parameters with the DMS 220 to form semantic
relationship models among at least one of preferences ,

profile, likes, dislikes, location or demographic factors asso
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ciated with the user 116 associated with the client device
102. The semantic relationship models may be statistical
models of the one or more user -preferences of the user 116

associated with the client device 102 and may provide a

better understanding of the user-behavior, preferences ,
attention , intent, and interest for requested one or more
preferences of the programming media content. The PS 218

may be further associated with the CDS 222 and may

communicate the parsed one or more request parameters to
the CDS 222 .

[0099] The DMS 220 may comprise suitable logic , cir
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that may be configured to store and manage an inventory of

one ormore non -programming media assets , such as adver
of programs, associated rights , certificates or licenses for the
one ormore non -programmingmedia assets , and the curated
repository of programs. The CS 224 may comprise at least
the assets and rights database 224A .
[0103 ] The assets and rights database 224A may comprise
suitable logic , circuitry and interfaces that may be config
tisements, promos , trailers, and recaps, a curated repository

ured to store the one or more non -programming media
assets , and associated metadata and rights . Such associated

cuitry and interfaces thatmay be configured to store , collate ,
assimilate data , associate relationships within stored data of
the user 116 . The DMS 220 may specifically form a data

metadata and rights may be invoked or validated at a

cloud for the one or more user -preferences , likes, dislikes for
the programming media content and the one or more non
programming media assets , demography, financial informa
tion , location , and the like . The DMS 220 may be further

[0104 ] The PPG 226 may comprise suitable logic , cir
personalized playlist of the selected one or more programs.

example , for a user (B ), the DMS 220 may identify that the

218 , from the client device 102 . Such recommended
sequence may be a data structure of one or more recom

configured to generate deep or shallow semantic relationship
models of the stored and assimilated data for the user. For

user (B ) may have a preference for " sports ” , a liking for
“ NFL ” , a liking for the team “ Atlanta Falcons ” , and for a

specific player “ X ” within the team of “ Atlanta Falcons” .
Additionally, the DMS 220 may identify that the user (B )
has a disliking for “ Detroit Lions” , and therefore , the DMS
220 may form a deep semantic relationship model (Ml) that

may ascertain that the user (B ) may be served with non
programming media assets , such as video advertisements or
bugs , which may be associated with the player “ X ” and
“ Atlanta Falcons ” and not associated with the “Detroit
Lions" or associated team member of “ Detroit Lions” .

Accordingly, the DMS 220 further update the deep semantic

relationship models of one or more features , for examples,
a deep relationship of “ 100 ” features of the user ( B ). The

data associated with the user 116 may be shared by the DMS
220 in response to requests from each component of the
media presentation and distribution system 108 .
[0100 ] The DMS 220 may comprise at least the user
database 220A . The user database 220A may comprise
suitable logic , circuitry and interfaces that may be config

ured to store and update records for the one or more
preferences , likes, dislikes , demography, location , income or

related data of the user 116 associated with the client device
102.

[0101] The CDS 222 may comprise suitable logic , cir
cuitry and interfaces that may be configured to identify , from
a curated repository of programs in the CS 224 , an available

one or more programs that may match the one or more
request parameters from the client device 102 associated

with the user 116 . The CDS 222 may further perform
ranking of the identified one ormore programs for the user
116 , sorting of the identified one or more programs for the

user 116 , and selection of the one ormore programs from the
sorted and ranked one ormore programs. After selection , the

CDS 222 may be configured to obtain or negotiate content

rights , permissions, or certificates for the selected one or

more programs for playout to the client device 102, associ
ated with the user 116 . The CDS 222 may be communica

tively coupled with the PPG 226 , and further configured to
transmit the selection for the one or more programs to the

PPG 226 .

[ 0102 ] The CS 224 may comprise suitable circuit , inter
face , may comprise suitable logic , circuitry and interfaces

playback time of the one or more non - programming media
assets.
cuitry and interfaces that may be configured to generate a

The personalized playlist may correspond to a recommended

sequence of one or more programs for the corresponding one
or more request parameters in the received request, at the PS

mended sequences associated with metadata for each of the

one or more recommended sequences. In accordance with an

embodiment, the user 116 may be presented with each of the
one or more recommended sequences of the one or more

programs at the client device 102 . Based on a selection of the

recommended sequence from the presented one or more

recommended sequences , the PPG 226 may be configured to
communicate the personalized playlist of the one or more

programs to the dynamic manifest generator 228 .

[0105 ] The dynamic manifest generator 228 may comprise

suitable logic , circuitry , and interfaces that may be config
ured to assimilate, prepare , encode, and stream a first media
stream of the programming media content that includes the
one or more programs of the personalized playlist. The
assimilation and preparation of the programming media
content is performed in conjunction with retrieval of the

programming media content from at least the CS 224 and the
CDN 104 associated with the media presentation and dis
tribution system 108 . The Dynamic manifest generator 228

may comprise the SS 230 and the PLS 232 , which may be
communicatively coupled with each other.
[0106 ] The SS 230 may comprise suitable logic , circuitry ,
and interfaces that may be configured to assimilate , sched

ule , encode and package the one or more programs in the

personalized playlist for playout to the client device 102.
The SS 230 may be configured to retrieve the one or more
programs as per a scheduled playout of the programming

media content. The one or more programsmay be retrieved
by the SS 230 from at least the CDN 104 or the CS 224
within the media presentation and distribution system 108

for assimilation of the retrieved one or more programs to
obtain the programming media content. As for the uncom
pressed one or more programs, the SS 230 may be config
ured to encode each of the one or more uncompressed
programs. The SS 230 may be configured to transmit the

packaged programming media content to the PLS 232 .

[0107] The PLS 232 may comprise suitable logic , cir
cuitry, and interfaces thatmay be configured to encapsulate

and stream the programming media content, received from
the SS 230 , on the first media stream (which may be a
transport media stream , such as an MPEG - 2 TS stream ) .

Additionally , the PLS 232 may be configured to encrypt and
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stream the first media stream to the client device 102 , via the

non - programming media assets with a corresponding con

network interface 202B . In accordance with an embodiment,
the encrypted firstmedia stream may be segmented into one
or more segments to facilitate adaptive bitrate streaming

programming media content. The one or more non - program
ming media assets may be selected for the concurrent

over to the client device 102 in light of an availability of
network bandwidth for the client device 102, associated with
the user 116 . The PLS 232 may be further configured to

text of the one or more event opportunity points within the

presentation with the programming media content based on

significant degree of correlation of the determined contextof
the one or more non -programming media assets with the

transmit a request to a TS 234 for generation and insertion

programming media content. In accordance with an embodi

of the one or more tags at determined one or more event

ment, the information associated one ormore non -program

opportunity points within the programming media content in
the first media stream . Such tags may be invoked at the client
device 102 to facilitate the modification of the display view
at the client device 102 and concurrent presentation of the

one or more non -programming media assets , such as adver

tisements , promos , trailers , and recaps, with the program

ming media content.

[0108 ] The TS 234 may comprise suitable logic , circuitry,
and interfaces thatmay be configured to generate at least one

tag, associated metadata , and resources for tagging of the
programming media content within the first media stream .
The generation of each of the one or more tags may be
determined for the one or more event opportunity points
within the programming media content. Each tag may
specify at least one modification of the display view , a

pointer to a duration of the corresponding event opportunity

point within the programming media content, and a descrip
tor of the corresponding one or more non - programming
media assets to be loaded at the detection of the correspond

ing tag at the client device 102 . The tagging system may be
configured to transmit a request to the MAS 236 to provide

the determined one or more event opportunity points within
the programming media content and identify information
associated with the one or more non -programming media

assets for presentation at the determined one ormore event
opportunity points . Such request may be transmitted to the

ming media assets may be identified based on a retrieval of

a set of user- preferences for the user 116 associated the
client device 102 , and selection of the one or more non
programming media assets for concurrent presentation with
the programming media content based on the retrieved set of
user -preferences . Such retrieval of the set of user - prefer

ences and the associated selection of the one or more

non -programming media assets may be performed by the
MAS 236 . The determined one or more event opportunity
points , associated metadata , and the identified one or more
non - programming media assets for presentation may be
transmitted to the TS 234 .

[0110 ] The EOS 238 may comprise suitable logic , cir
cuitry, and interfaces that may be configured to operate as an
event signaling and management (ESAM ) server , which
may manage execution , performance and personalization of
the programming media content, the one or more non

programming media assets for the user 116 , and the modi

fications in the display view of the client device 102 . In other
words, the EOS 238 may be an event decisioning system that
may be configured to respond to each request from the client
device 102 . Example of such requestmay include , but is not
limited to , a selection of the one or more event opportunity
points within one or more occurrences of the one or more

event opportunity points within the programming media
content, a selection of the one or more modifications to be

MAS 236 along with the personalized list of the one or more

performed for the display view , a selection of the one or

programs. The TS 234 may be configured to insert the

more non -programming media assets for presentation at the

generated one or more tags at the determined at least one
event opportunity point within the programming media
content based on the received request from the client device
102.
[ 0109 ] The MAS 236 may comprise suitable logic, cir
cuitry , and interfaces that may be configured to determine
the one or more event opportunity points within the pro
gramming media content and identify information associ

ated with the one or more non -programming media assets
based on a context, a user- preference , or a defined goal for
presentation of the one or more non -programming media

assets within the determined one or more event opportunity
points . In accordance with an embodiment, the MAS 236
may determine the one or more event opportunity points
based on content recognition of the programming media

content. In accordance with an embodiment, the MAS 236
may be configured to determine the one or more event
opportunity points based on semantic or context mining of
context of the programming media content. Further, the
MAS 236 may be configured to identify the information
associated with the one or more non -programming media
assets for playback during the playback time of the deter

mined one or more event opportunity points within the
programming media content. In accordance with an embodi

ment, the information associated with one or more non

programming media assets may be identified based on a
degree of a correlation of context of the one or more

playback time, and the like. Additionally , the EOS 238 may

be communicatively coupled with the GMS 240 , the NS

244 , and the VS 246 . Therefore, the EOS 238 may be

configured to improve or factor decisions on the received
requests from the client device 102 , based on communica

tion from the GMS 240, the NS 244, and the VS 246 .

[0111 ] The GMS 240 may comprise suitable logic, cir
least one goal parameter (hereinafter, “ one or more goal
parameters” ) for each of the one or more non -programming
media assets . The management of the at least one goal
parameter may be based on granular measures of each of the

cuitry , and interfaces that may be configured to manage at

one or more goal parameters to achieve the one or more
goals in a corresponding flight . Examples of the one or more

goal parameters may include , but are not limited to , impres
goal parameters may be moderated by the GMS 240, in
conjunction with a campaign manager . For example , a
non -programming media asset (C ) may be associated with a
goal parameter of achieving a defined count of impressions
or views, such as “ 1 million ” . The GMS 240 may be further
configured to update each corresponding goal parameter
during the playback of the one or more non -programming
media assets at the modified display view of the client device
sions, views, clicks, sales, reach , and leads. The one or more

102 .

[0112 ] The CMS 242 may comprise suitable logic , cir

cuitry , and interfaces that may be configured to manage
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retrieval and delivery of a second media stream of the one
or more non -programming media assets to the client device
102 , via the communication network 114. The CMS 242

may receive a request from the client device 102 to provide
the second media stream of the one or more non - program
ming media assets for presentation at the modified display
view of the client device 102 . Based on the received request,
the CMS 242 may prepare the second media stream of the
requested one or more non -programming media assets,
encrypts , and transmits the second media stream to the client

device 102 .

[ 0113 ] The NS 244 may comprise suitable logic , circuitry ,
and interfaces that may be configured to generate and
transmit one or more notifications. The NS 244 may further

receive responses over the one or more notifications . Such

one or more notifications may be generated as per specifi

cation of the associated one or more delivery platforms. For

instructed , and calibrated for synchronized and lag - free
operations for the requests received from the client device
102 . The CU 248 may comprise a monitoring system (MS)
248A , a command and control system (CCS ) 248B , and an

operation and maintenance system (OMS). The MS 248A
may be configured to monitor execution and performance of
the operations performed by each component of the media
presentation and distribution system 108 . Although not
illustrated in FIG . 2B , the MS 248A may include a dedicated
CCS and an OMS, without a deviation from scope of the
disclosure .
[0116 ] The CCS 248B may comprise suitable logic , cir

may comprise suitable logic , circuitry , and interfaces that

cuitry, and interfaces that may be configured to generate and
issue commands to instruct a flow of operations of each

component of the media presentation and distribution sys

example , a notification may be generated as per a specifi
cation of an e -mail delivery platform , another notification

tem 108 , via the issued commands. The OMSmay comprise
suitable logic , circuitry , and interfaces that may be config
ured to perform various operational and maintenance activi

and yet another notification for a push - notification that

distribution system 108 .

may be generated for a popup notification for a webpage ,
redirects to a user - interface of an application engine at the

client device 102 or the one or more delivery devices 112 .

ties of each component of the media presentation and

[0117 ] In operation , the network interface 202B of the
configured to receive a request from the user 116 associated
the client device 102 media presentation and distribution
system 108 , via the communication network 114 . The

The NS 244 may generate the one or more notifications
based on a defined set of rules for the one or more event

media presentation and distribution system 108 may be

a user- defined constraint, a client- device constraint, a

received request may correspond to a request to stream the
programming media content at the client device 102. Such
programming media content may be personalized for the
user 116 based on one of one or more request parameters .

opportunity points within the programming media content.
The defined set of rules may include , but are not limited to ,

defined goal of impressions , reach or views, and a defined

time of generation of the at least one notification . As an

example, a user may engage with “ coffee ad ” by participat
ing in a poll , which may be displayed for “ 10 seconds” at the

modified display view of the client device 102 . The NS 244
may receive such engagement metadata , and may further
generate at least one notification to provide a poll summary

and a bundled discount coupon for a next purchase of the

coffee promoted via the “ coffee ad ” .

[0114 ] The VS 246 may comprise suitable logic , circuitry,

and interfaces that may be configured to verify an enable
ment of the one or more modifications at the display view of

the client device 102 and the corresponding presentation of

the one or more non -programming media assets within the
modified display view or an unmodified display view at the

client device 102. Such verification may correspond to an

evaluation of at least one deviation of the modified display
view of the client device 102, or the presentation of the
programming media content and the one or more non

programming media assets within themodified display view
of the client device 102 . The verification engine 210 may
implement at least a defined heuristic , a machine learning, a
content recognition , or secured public /private key based
authentication methods or beacons to verify the concurrent
presentation as well as the one ormore modification with the

display view . Such methods may be used further to estimate

the one or more deviation of the modified display view from
the specified modification of the display view and presen
tation of the programming media content and the one or
more non -programming media assets within the modified
display view or an unmodified display view .
[0115 ] The CU 248 may comprise suitable logic , circuitry ,

The one or more request parameters may include, but are not
limited to , a request time, the one or more preferences for the

programming media content, device data , network configu

ration , network IP, device IP and client device type .
[0118 ] The network interface 202B may route the received
extract the one or more request parameters from the received
request and parse the one ormore request parameters in each
received request from the client device 102 . The PS 218 may
operate as a front- end of the DMS 220 and communicate the

request to the PS 218 . The PS 218 may be configured to

parsed one or more request parameters to the DMS 220 and
the CDS 222 . In some embodiments , the PS 218 may further

include a catalogue store (not shown ). The catalogue store
may include a VOD catalogue of available programming
media content and a live catalogue society of cable tele
communication engineers ( SCTE )- 224 schedule ) of avail
able programming media content.

[0119 ] The DMS 220 may be configured to store and

collate the parsed one or more request parameters with a set
of user -preferences of the user 116 . The parsed one or more
request parameters may define granular interests of the user

116 and therefore, the DMS 220 may generate semantic

relationship models ( shallow or deep ) based on associations
built among the granular interests for the corresponding one

or more request parameters. Thereafter, the DMS 220 may
store and form a data cloud of the one or more preferences ,
likes , dislikes for the programming media content and the
one or more non -programming media assets , demography ,

and calibrate operations of each component of the media

financial information , location , and the like . Such data cloud
for the user 116 may be generated from sources , such as
social media footprints , web footprints, searches , past

presentation and distribution system 108 , via at least one

engagements with the programming media content, and

and interfaces that may be configured to monitor, instruct

control signal. Each component may be monitored ,

specific non - programming media assets .
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[0120 ] For example , for a user “ Alex ” , the DMS 220 may
receive a parsed request parameter that comprises a prefer
ence for a “ lifestyle” genre, associated with searched key
words “ Travel” and “ Food” . The DMS 220 may retrieve the
set of user-preferences associated with the searched key
words or the request parameter. Based on the retrieved set of
user preferences, the DMS 220 may infer that “ Alex ” has a
liking for “ Paris” , “ Atlanta” , and “ Street Food” and a
preference for “ sea -based locations " . The DMS 220 may
identify that “ Alex ” dislikes “Meat Products ” and “ Cheese
Products ” from social media footprints. Therefore, the DMS
220 may form a relationship model that may be used to
ascertain that “ Alex ” may be a “ Vegan ” and may be served
with non - programming media assets, such as video adver
tisements or bugs, or the programming media content, which
may promote or showcase vegan food around the preferred
travel location .

[0121] Each preference , like , or dislike may be factored as

one or more features for a certain semantic relationship
model and each relationship model may be generated based
on factoring the one or more features, which may be “ 1000 "

or even “ 10000 ” for a given scenario . Accordingly, the DMS
220 may further update records for the parsed one or more

request parameters , and the generated the relationship mod
els within the user database . Data associated with the user
116 may be shared by the DMS 220 with the PS 218 in
response to request received from the PS 218 .
[0122 ] The CDS 222 may be configured to identify avail
able one or more programs that may bear correlation with

the parsed one or more request parameters or the generated
relationship models . For such identification , in one imple

mentation , the CDS 222 may search for available one or

more programs within a curated repository of programs in
the CS 224 . In other implementation , the CDS 222 may
utilize the catalogue store to search foravailable one or more
programs within a curated repository of programs in the CS
224 . Also , the CDS 222 may search for available one or
more programs from media servers of the CDN 104 . The
CDS 222 may identify the available one or more programs
for the user 116 , based on the one or more user preferences ,

one or more targeting parameters, such as location , playback

(0124 ] The PPG 226 may be configured to receive the

metadata for the identified one or more programs from the
CDS 222 and generate a personalized playlist of the iden
tified one or more programs. The personalized playlist may
correspond to a recommended sequence of one or more

programs for the corresponding one or more request param

eters in the received request at the PS 218 . Such recom

mended sequence may be a data structure of one or more
recommended sequences associated with metadata for each
of the one or more recommended sequences . In an exem

plary scenario , one or more recommended sequences of
programs of different lengths may be sorted and generated
by the CDS 222 . The user 116 may be presented with each

of the one or more recommended sequences of the one or
more programs at the client device 102 . Based on a selection
of a recommended sequence from the presented one or more

recommended sequences, the PPG 226 may communicate

the personalized playlist of the one or more programs to the

dynamic manifest generator 228 . The SS 230 of the dynamic
manifest generator 228 may encode the uncompressed one

or more programs in the personalized playlist.

[0125 ] The SS 230 in the dynamic manifest generator 228

may be further configured to assimilate, schedule , and
package the encoded one or more programs in the person

alized list, in conjunction with the CS 224 or the CDN 104 .
The encoding, assimilation , scheduling, and packaging of
the one or more programs as the programming media

content is performed for the retrieved programming media

content from at least the CS 224 and the CDN 104 . For

assimilation and scheduling , the SS 230 may retrieve the one
or more programs in the personalized playlist, as scheduled

for playout at the client device 102 . The programming media

content that is prepared by the dynamic manifest generator
228 may include at least one of, or a combination thereof,

but not limited to , VOD media content, linear media content,

live media content, VOD to VOD programming media
content, VOD to live programming media content, live to

live programming media content, and live to VOD program
ming media content. Such diverse types of programming

media content may be generated based on implementation of

functions on dynamically modifiable manifest information
generated at the dynamic manifest generator 228 .

history , demography, age and gender, and applicable content
rights . In accordance with an embodiment, the identified one
or more programsmay be ranked and sorted for the user 116 .
After identification of the available one or more programs,
the CDS 222 may be configured to obtain or negotiate

one or more programsmay be transmitted to the PLS 232 .

content rights , permissions, or certificates for the identified

within the programming media content of the first media

one or more programs for playout to the client device 102 .

[0126 ] The packaged programming media content of the

A request, from the PLS 232 , for generation and insertion of

the one or more tags at one ormore event opportunity points
stream may be transmitted to the TS 234 . Such tags may be

The content rights , permissions, or certificates for the iden

invoked at the client device 102 during playout of the

tified one or more programsmay be obtained from the assets
and rights database 224A of the CS 224 . In other words, the

programming media content within the first media stream

CDS 222 may identify the preferred programming media

and therefore , may facilitate enablement of modifications in

the display view of the client device 102 and concurrent

content, which may optimally satisfy the requirement of the
user 116 . The CDS 222 may transmit metadata for the

presentation of the one or more non - programming media
assets, such as advertisements , promos, trailers , and recaps ,

identified one or more programs to the PPG 226 .

along with the programming media content.

[0123] For example , a user “ Smith ” may have a preference
for “ News” from “ Georgia ” , a liking for “ Sports News” and
a dislike for “ Crime News” . The CDS 222 may search for
available programs within the CS 224 or the CDN 104 that
be factored based on preferences, likes or dislikes of

10127] Based on the received request , the TS 234 may
transmit a request to the MAS 236 to provide one or more

“ Smith ” . Accordingly , the CDS 222 identifies “ X1_ News” ,

event opportunity points within the programming media
content and identify information associated with the one or
more non - programming media assets for presentation at the
determined one or more event opportunity points . In

“ Smith ” .

within the programming media content of the first media

“ X2 News” and “ X3 News” for “ Smith ” . Such programs
may be sorted and arranged in an order of relevance for

response to the received request from the TS 234 , the MAS

236 may determine the one or more event opportunity points
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stream and identify the information associated with the one
or more non -programming media assets . Example of the
information associated with the one or more non - program

ming media assets may include , but are not limited to ,

contexts, durations, asset type, and goal definitions. The
information may be used to derive context tags, preference
tags associated the one or more preferences of the user 116
or goals tags for the one or more non - programming media
assets. Each event opportunity point may correspond to a
specified event within the programming media content and
such specified event may correspond to , but not limited to ,
start credits, end credits, lull points, time- based marked
regions, location -based marked regions , context-based
marked regions , explicit scene start and end, and product
placement opportunities, within the programming media

based on a retrieval of a set of user -preferences for the user
116 associated the client device 102 ,and selection of the one
or more non -programming media assets for concurrent pre
sentation with the programming media content based on the

retrieved set of user-preferences . Such retrieval of the set of
user -preferences and the associated selection of the one or

more non-programming media assets may be performed by
theMAS 236 . In accordance with yet another embodiment,
the one or more non -programming media assets may be
identified based on one or more goals defined by the GMS
240 . Example of the one or more goals may include, but are

not limited to , impressions, reach , clicks, views, and sales
for the offerings associated with the one or more non

programming media assets .

[0132 ] Referring to the first example and the second

content.

example , theMAS 236 may identify information associated

[ 0128 ] In a first example , an episode of a kids cartoon
program may comprise a starting credit and an ending credit

with an advertisement for a dog food offering at the con
textually relevant point within the episode , and another

for a production company, and crew behind the episode , a
first lull point where a character is constantly running for “ 1

minute” , a second lull point where a character is standing
int
still for “ 40 seconds” , and a contextually relevant point
where another character is having dog food .
[0129 ] In a second example , an episode of a prime-time

advertisement for a coffee offering may be identified by the

MAS 236 for the contextually relevant point. The MAS 236
may identify information associated with a promotional

trailer of a new movie at the lull points and a recap of the
next program at the credit points within the episode .
[0133] TheMAS 236 may transmit the determined one or

news program may be based on a debate between an anchor
and one or more participants . Such episode may comprise

more event opportunity points , associated metadata , and the

end credits for the news cast, a first lull point at a time when

non -programming media assets to the TS 234 . The TS 234
may be configured to generate the one or more tags , asso
ciated metadata, and resources for the programming media
contentwithin the firstmedia stream . The generation of each
of the one or more tags may be performed for the determined
one or more event opportunity points within the program
ming media content. The generated one or more tagsmay be

the anchor is waiting for the one or more participants to

speak , a second lull point when a participant is engaged in
an irrelevant discussion with other participants or the
anchor, and a contextually relevant point when the news
anchor sips a cup of coffee .

[0130] The MAS 236 may identify the one or more event
tually relevant points from the programming media content,

opportunity points , such as credits , lull points, and contex
such as the episodes in the first example and the second

example . A duration , and associated metadata for each
determined event opportunity point may be determined by

the MAS 236 . In accordance with an embodiment, theMAS
236 may determine the one or more event opportunity points

based on content recognition of the programming media

content within the first media stream . In accordance with

another embodiment, the MAS 236 may determine the one
or more event opportunity points based on semantic or

identified information associated with the one or more

inserted by the TS 234 at the determined at least one event

opportunity point within the programming media content.

Each tag may specify at least one modification of the display
opportunity point within the programming media content, a
descriptor of the corresponding identified one or more

view , a pointer to a duration of the corresponding event

non -programming media assets to be presented with the

programming media content at the client device 102 .

[0134 ] An encapsulation may be performed by the PLS

232 on the encoded programming media content, as received
from the SS 230 , to obtain a first media stream of the

context mining of the programming media content within
the first media stream .

programming media content, which may correspond to a

[0131 ] The MAS 236 may identify the information asso
ciated with the one or more non -programming media assets
for playback at the determined one or more event opportu

playout at the client device 102 associated with the user 116 .
The encrypted media stream may be segmented by the PLS

nity points within the programming media content, in con
junction with the CS 224 . In accordance with an embodi
ment, the information associated with the one or more

non -programming media assets may be identified based on

a degree of a correlation of a context of the one or more

non - programming media assets with a corresponding con
text of the one or more event opportunity points within the
programming media content. The one or more non - program

ming media assets may be selected for the concurrent

presentation with the programming media content based on
significant degree of correlation of the determined context of

the one or more non -programming media assets with the
programming media content. In accordance with another
embodiment, the information associated with the one or

more non- programming media assets may be identified

transport media stream , such as an MPEG - 2 TS stream . The

PLS 232 may encrypt the first media stream for secure

232 into one or more segments, and such encrypted media
streaming (ABS ) over to the client device 102 , via the
stream may be segmented to facilitate adaptive bitrate

communication network 114 in light of an availability of
network bandwidth for the client device 102. The PLS 232
streams the encrypted first media stream , inserted with the
one or more tags, to the client device 102 , via the commu
nication network 114 . The transmission of the first media
stream to the client device 102 may be performed via one of

the HLS technique , the DASH technique, or any suitable

digital streaming technique .

f0135 ] In accordance with an embodiment, the TS 234
may be configured to generate a client manifest of the first
media stream of the programming media content. The client

manifest may correspond to a data structure for at least the
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f0139 ] As another example , a certain advertisement of a
coffee brand may be associated with a goal to achieve “ 1

one or more tags , uniform resource identifiers (URIs ) for the
one or more segments , URIs for the one or more non
programming media assets, metadata for the tags , and the

Million impressions” in a “ 1 week flight” , and therefore , the

like. The client manifest may be transmitted along with the
first media stream to the client device 102, via the commu

more event opportunity points .

nication network 114 .

[0136 ] As the client device 102 plays the programming

EOS 238 may factor the goal for the selection of the one or
[0140 ] As yet another example, the client device 102 may

identify that the user has muted the programming media

media content within the first media stream at the display

content played out at the display view of the client device

device 102 may detect the one or more tags at one or more

communication network 114 . The EOS 238 may factor such
mute status (as ofuser- defined lull duration ) for the selection

view , the presentation engine 208 (See FIG . 2A ) of the client

occurrences of the one or more event opportunity points
within the programming media content at a playback timeof

102 and may provide the mute status to the EOS 238 , via the

of the one or more event opportunity points .

the programming media content. As each tag may be
detected within the programming media content, the modi

10141] The EOS 238 may be communicatively coupled
with the GMS 240 , the NS 244 and the VS 246 , and

be configured to modify the display view with the one or
more modifications for a defined duration of the program
ming media content. Prior to modification , the modification

the received requests from the client device 102 based on

fication engine 206 (FIG . 2A ) of the client device 102 may

engine 206 of the client device 102 may be configured to

seek permissions/rights from the EOS 238 of the media

presentation and distribution system 108 to apply the one or
more modifications to the display view of the client device

102. Therefore , the modification engine 206 of the client

device 102 may generate and transmit a request to the EOS
238 , in conjunction with the request engine 204 (See FIG .
2A ), to select the one or more event opportunity points with
the one or more occurrences of the one or more event

opportunity points within the programming media content.
Additionally, the request may be transmitted along with the
one or more occurrences of the one or more event oppor

tunity points to the EOS 238 , via the communication net
work 114 .

01371. Accordingly , the EOS 238 may receive , from the

client device 102 , request and the associated one or more
occurrences of the one or more event opportunity points
within the programming media content, as identified by the
modification engine 206 of the client device 102 . The EOS
238 may be configured to operate as the ESAM server,
which may manage execution , performance and personal
ization of the programming media content and the one or
more non - programming media assets for the user 116 and
the select the one ormore modifications in the display view
of the client device 102 . In other words, the EOS 238 may

be an event decisioning system that may be configured to

therefore , the EOS 238 may improve or factor decisions on

communication from the GMS 240 , the NS 244 or the VS

246 . As for the selection of the one or more event oppor
tunity points, the EOS 238 may be configured to further
control the one or more modifications in the display view of

the client device 102 for the defined duration. The one or
more modifications may be controlled based on decisions to
select specific one ormore modifications and playout of the
one or more non -programming media assets for the user 116
associated with the client device 102 . In accordance with an

embodiment, the one or more modifications in the display

view of the client device 102 may include, but is not limited
to , a squeeze - back of the programming media content to a
defined region within the display view , an overlay over the
defined region within the display view , and a partitioned
view of the display view . Such one or more modifications

may be personalized based on the retrieved set of user
preferences.

[0142] The CMS 242 may receive a request , from the

presentation engine 208 of the client device 102 , to provide
the identified one or more non - programming media assets
for playback at the determined one or more event opportu

nity points within the modified display view of the client

device 102 . The CMS 242 may be configured to manage

retrieval and delivery of a second media stream of the

identified one or more non -programming media assets to the

client device 102 , via the communication network 114 in
response to the received request from the presentation
engine 208. Based on the received request, the CMS 242

respond to each request from the client device 102 . Example

may manage preparation of the second media stream of the

of such request may include , but are not limited to , a
response over the received one or more occurrences of the

to the client device 102 . The first media stream and the

one or more event opportunity points in the programming
media content, a response over the one or more modifica

tions to be performed at the display view , a response over
selection the one or more non - programmingmedia assets for
presentation at the playback time, and the like. The EOS 238
may select the one or more event opportunity points based

on a defined criteria , which may be based on at least one of,

or a combination thereof, but not limited to , the retrieved set

of user- preferences, the one or more goals, a measured
attention of the user 116 associated with the client device

identified one or more non - programming media assets ,

encrypt, encapsulate and transmit the second media stream

second media stream may be transmitted at the client device
102 as concurrentmedia streams, and each of the firstmedia
stream and the second media stream may be managed

concurrently via at least one independent thread at the client
device 102 or at the media presentation and distribution
system 108 .

[0143] The EOS 238 may be further configured to instruct

the presentation of the one or more non - programming media
assets , from the second media stream for the defined dura

102, time constraints , inventory constraints , and user -de

tion and at the modified display view of the client device

fined constraints .

media content from the first media stream . The concurrent

[0138 ] As an example , a user may define a user -defined
constraint of “ 5 promotional content" per week and there
fore , the EOS 238 may factor such user -defined constraint
for the selection of the one ormore event opportunity points.

102 , concurrently with the playback of the programming

presentation of the firstmedia stream with the identified one
or more non -programming media assets from the second

media stream increases a likelihood of an engagement of the

user 116 associated with the client device 102. Such engage
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of the user 116 , engaged with the client device 102 . The
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0146 ] For example , a user may be engaged with a play
back of an NFL match at the client device 102 . With a
modification in the display view at a foul time in the NFL

instruction for the presentation may pertain to at least an

match , an advertisement of a “ Health Drink " may be played

defined scale, size, resolution , aspect ratio of an allocated

match . A notification with to “ Purchase ” or to select “ Not
Interested ” for the “ Health Drink " may be served on a

encoding of the programming media content and the
retrieved one or more non - programming media assets to a
region or partition within the modified display view , an

out within the modified display view along with the NFL
portable smartphone of the user associated with the client

allocation of the programming media content and the

device 102 . The user may select the "Not Interested ” option ,

encoded one or more non - programming media assets at the

and therefore, the EOS 238 may filter out every future

allocated partition or the defined region within themodified

display view of the client device 102 .
[ 0144 ] For example, a usermay be engaged with an NBA

match , played on - demand at the display view of the client
device 102 associated with the user. A time-out or foul
happens during the NBA match and based on a tag at the foul
time or the time-out , the modification engine 206 may

request selection of the event opportunity from the EOS 238 .
The EOS 238 may identify that the user has a preference for

a specific player “ X ” in the NBA match , and therefore, the

EOS 238 may identify a “ Beverage advertisement” that is
promoted by the player “ X ” and instruct the CMS 242 to

transmit the " Beverage Advertisement” to the client device
102 . The EOS 238 may further select a modification to
partition the display view into two rectangular partitions and
may further decide a scale, size , and aspect ratio of the
partitions.
[ 0145 ] The NS 244 may be configured to generate and
serve one or more notifications to at least the display view
of the client device 102 , one or more delivery platforms, or
one or more delivery devices 112 , associated with the client
device 102 of the user 116 . Based on a defined set of rules ,

the one or more notifications may be generated for the one
or more event opportunity points within the programming

media content. Such one or more notifications may be
intended to at least inform the user 116 about a presented
non - programming media asset, an engagement of the user
116 with the presented non -programming media asset, a
promotional offer on the promoted offering in the presented

non -programming media asset, and the like . The defined set
of rules for generation of the one or more notifications may
comprise a user-defined constraint, a client-device con

advertisement that is associated with the “ Health Drink " and
update the dislikes field in the user database with the “ Health

Drink " and associated semantic relationship models for the
user.

[0147] The VS 246 may be configured to verify an enable

ment of the one or more modifications in the display view of

the client device 102 and the scheduled presentation of each

of the one or more non - programming media assets within
the modified display view or an unmodified display view at
the client device 102 . Such client - side verification may be
based on one ormore techniques , which may identify at least
one deviation in the modified display view and the presen

tation of the programming media content and the one or
more non -programming media assets . Example of the one or
more deviations may include, but are not limited to , a partial

overlay, a color imbalance, an error with transition or
overlay , an abrupt disappearance of the one or more non

programming media assets or the programming media con

tent from the modified display view , and a non -responsive
playback of the one or more non -programming media assets .
In response to the detection of the one or more deviations,

the VS 246 may be configured to trigger, in conjunction with
the media presentation and distribution system 108 , at least

one circuitry or programmable routine to adjust or correct

the detected one or more deviations in the presentation of the
programming media content and the one or more non

programming media assets within the modified display view
as well as the one or more modifications in the display view
of the client device 102 .

[0148 ] The operations of each component of the media

presentation and distribution system 108 may be monitored ,
instructed , and calibrated , via at least one control signal, by

straint, a defined goal of impressions, reach or views, a

the MS 248A , the CCS 248B , and the OMS of the CU 248 .

and a specified type of the one or more notifications, for

for synchronized and lag - free operations for the requests

defined time of generation of the at least one notification ,

example, push , pop -up , fixed , and interactive notifications.
Each of the one or more notifications may provide at least
one selectable option to provide a request for at least one
service . Such service may correspond to an engagement of
the user 116 with the offering presented in the corresponding

non -programmingmedia asset . The NS 244 may be further

configured to receive a request based on a response from the
user 116 over the served one or more notifications. Example

of the one or more services may include, subscriptions ,
payments, registrations, upgrades , updates , purchases , trans

actions, signup , sign in , for at least one product, service or
event offering , which may be promoted by the presented one

or more non - programming media assets with the program
ming media content. Additionally , the NS 244 may transmit

the responses over the requests received over the served one
or more notifications to the EOS 238. The EOS 238 may be
configured to instruct the presentation of the one or more
non - programming media assets or the programming media

content for the received request from the user 116 .

Each component may monitored, instructed, and calibrated

received from the client device 102 .
[0149 ] FIG . 3A is a flow chart that illustrates exemplary
operations for client-side concurrent presentation of non
programming media assets and programmingmedia content,
in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present
disclosure . The exemplary operations for the client-side
concurrent presentation of non -programming media assets
and programming media content may be performed by the

exemplary client device 102 of FIG . 2A . FIG . 3A may be
described in conjunction with FIG . 1, FIG . 2A , and FIG . 2B .

Referring to FIG . 3A , there is shown a flow chart 300A
comprising exemplary operations from 302 through 324 .
The exemplary operations for the client-side concurrent
presentation of the non -programming media assets with the

programming media contentmay start at 302 and proceed to
304 .
(0150 ] At 304 , a request to stream programming media
content may be transmitted to the media presentation and
distribution system 108 . In accordance with an embodiment,
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the request engine 204 of the client device 102 may be
configured to transmit the request to the media presentation

and distribution system 108 to stream the programming
media content. The request may be associated with at least

one preference of the user 116 for the programming media
gramming media content, for example, VOD media content

content and may correspond to personalization of the pro

a partitioned view of the display view . Such modifications

may be personalized for the user 116 based on a retrieved set
of user -preferences for the user 116 ( as described in detail in

FIG . 2A ).
[0158 ] At 318 , one or more non -programming media

assets may be presented concurrently with the programming
media content within the modified display view of the client

device 102 . In accordance with an embodiment, the presen
tation engine 208 may be configured to present the one or

(as described in detail in FIG . 2A ).
[ 0151] Control passes to 328 of the flowchart 300B , pro
ceeds till 342 of the flowchart 300B , and returns to 306 of
the flowchart 300A .

more non -programming media assets concurrently with the

media content with one or more tags may be received from

2A ).
0159

[0152] At 306 , a first media stream of the programming

the media presentation and distribution system 108 . In

accordance with an embodiment, the client device 102 may
be configured to receive the first media stream of the
programming media content from the media presentation
and distribution system 108 ( as described in detail in FIG .
2A ) .

[0153 ] At 308 , a playback of the programming media

content within the first media stream may be performed
within the display view of the client device 102 . In accor

programming media content within the modified display

view of the client device 102 (as described in detail in FIG .

At 320 , one or more notifications may be generated
at the client device 102 during the playback of the program
ming media content. In accordance with an embodiment, the

notification engine 214 may be configured to generate and

serve the one ormore notifications to at least the one or more
delivery devices 112 associated with the user 116 or one or

more delivery platforms on the client device 102 (as
described in detail in FIG . 2A ).

[0160 ] At 322, a verification may be performed for the one

dance with an embodiment, the presentation engine 208 of

or more modifications of the display view and corresponding
presentation of the one or more non - programming media

gramming media content within the first media stream in a
( as described in detail in FIG . 2A ).
[0154 ] At 310 , one or more tags may be identified within
the programmingmedia content, at the playback time, of the

assets within modified display view of the client device 102 .

the client device 102 may be configured to play the pro

display view of a display circuitry in the client device 102

programmingmedia content within the firstmedia stream . In
accordance with an embodiment, the modification engine

206 may be configured to identify the one or more tags, at
the playback time, within the programmingmedia content of
the first media stream . Each of the one or more tags may
determine an event opportunity point within the program
ming media content of the first media stream ( as described
in detail in FIG . 2A ).
0155 ] At 312 , one or more occurrences of the one or more
event opportunity points may be transmitted to the EOS 238
of the media presentation . In accordance with an embodi

ment, the modification engine 206 may be configured to

transmit the one or more occurrences of the one or more
event opportunity points within the programming media

content of the first media stream (as described in detail in

FIG . 2A ). Control passes to 342 of the flowchart 300B ,
proceeds till 346 of the flowchart 300B , and returns to 314
of flowchart 300A .
0156 At 314 , a response to the transmitted one or more
occurrences of the one or more event opportunity points may
be received at the client device 102 . In accordance with an
embodiment, the modification engine 206 may be config
ured to receive the response to the transmitted one or more

occurrences of the one or more event opportunity points
from the EOS 238 Of themedia presentation and distribution
system 108 . (as described in detail in FIG . 2A ).
[ 0157 ] At 316 , one or more modifications may be per
formed in the display view of the client device 102 . In

accordance with an embodiment, the modification engine
206 may be configured to modify the display view with the
one or more modifications. The one ormore modifications in

the display view of the client device 102 may include, but is
not limited to , a squeeze -back of the programming media

content to the defined region within the display view , an

overlay over the defined region within the display view , and

In accordance with an embodiment, the verification engine

210 may be configured to verify the one or more modifica
tions of the display view and corresponding presentation of

the one or more non -programming media assets within

modified display view or an unmodified display view ( as
described in detail in FIG . 2A ). Control ends at 324 .

10161 ] FIG . 3B and FIG . 3C is a flow chart that illustrates

exemplary operations for client-side concurrent presentation

of non -programming media assets and programming media
content, in accordance with another exemplary embodiment
of the present disclosure . The exemplary operations for the

client- side concurrent presentation of non -programming
media assets and programming media content may be per

formed by the exemplary media presentation and distribu

tion system 108 of FIG . 2B . FIG . 3B and FIG . 3C may be

described in conjunction with FIG . 1, FIG . 2A , FIG . 2B and
a flow chart 300B comprising exemplary operations from

FIG . 3A . Referring to FIG . 3B and FIG . 3C , there is shown

326 through 358 . The exemplary operations for the man

agement and delivery of services may start at 326 and

proceed to 328 .
(0162] At 328 , a request may be received from the client
device 102 to stream the programming media content. In

accordance with an embodiment, the PS 218 in the media

presentation and distribution system 108 may be configured
to receive the request, from the client device 102 , to stream

the programming media content ( as described in detail in
FIG . 2B ).
10163 ] At 330 , an available one or more programsmay be
identified from a curated repository of programs. In accor
dance with an embodiment, the CDS 222 in the media
presentation and distribution system 108 may be configured
to identify the available one or more programs from the
curated repository of programs (as described in detail in

FIG . 2B ).
[0164 At 332 , a personalized playlist of the one or more
programs may be generated for the identified one or more
programs. In accordance with an embodiment, the PPG 226
may be configured to generate the personalized playlist of
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the one or more programs, identified by the CDS 222 (as

described in detail in FIG . 2B ).

configured to control the one or more modifications in the
display view of the client device 102 for the defined duration
of the playout of the corresponding one or more event

programs. In accordance with an embodiment , the SS 230

( as described in detail in FIG . 2B ) .

[0165 ] At 334 , programming media contentmay be sched
uled based on the personalized playlist of the one or more
may be configured to schedule the programming media

content that comprises the identified one or more programs
(as described in detail in FIG . 2B ) .

[0166 ] At 336 , at least one event opportunity pointmay be

determined within the prepared programming media con
tent . In accordance with an embodiment, the MAS 236 may

be configured to determine the one or more event opportu
nity points within the programming media content ( as

opportunity points within the programming media content

[0173 ] At 350 , a concurrent presentation of the one or

more non -programming media assets with the programming
media contentmay be instructed within the modified display
view of the client device 102 . In accordance with an

embodiment, the EOS 238 , in conjunction with the CMS

242, may be configured to instruct the concurrent presenta

tion of the one or more non - programming media assets with
the programming media content (as described in detail in
FIG . 2B ).

described in detail in FIG . 2B ).
[0167 ] At 338 , one or more tags may be inserted at the
determined one ormore event opportunity points within the
prepared programming media content. In accordance with

cations in the display view and associated concurrent pre

an embodiment, the TS 234 may be configured to generate

with the programming media content within the modified

and insert the one or more tags at the determined one or more

event opportunity points within the prepared programming
media content . The generated one or more tags may be
associated with descriptors for the identified information
associated with the one or more non -programming media
assets (as described in detail in FIG . 2B ) .

[0168 ] At 340 , a first media stream of the programming

media content, inserted with the one or more tags, may be

transmitted to the client device 102. In accordance with an

embodiment, the PLS 232 may be configured to transmit the
firstmedia stream of the programming media content, ready
for playout, to the client device 102 , via the communication
network 114 (as described in detail in FIG . 2B ).
[0169] At 342 , one ormore occurrences of the one or more
event opportunity points within the programming media
content of the first media stream may be received from the
client device 102. The EOS 238 may be configured to
receive the one or more occurrences of the one or more event

opportunity points within the programming media content

(as described in detail in FIG . 2B ).
10170 ] At 344 , information associated with the one or
more non - programming media assets may be identified for

[0174 ] At 352 , a verification of the one or more modifi

sentation of the one or more non -programming media assets

display view may be performed . In accordance with an
embodiment, the VS 246 may be configured to verify the one

or more modifications in the display view of the client
device 102 and associated concurrent presentation of the one

or more non - programming media assets with the program
ming media content within the modified display view of the

client device 102 (as described in detail in FIG . 2B ).
[0175] At 354, one or more notificationsmay be generated
based on a defined set of rules for the one or more event
opportunity points within the programming media content.
In accordance with an embodiment, the NS 244 may be
configured to generate the one or more notifications based
on the defined set of rules for the one or more event
opportunity points within the programming media content

(as described in detail in FIG . 2B ).
10176 ] At 356 , the generated one or more notifications
may be transmitted to the client device 102 or the one or
more delivery platforms associated with user 116 . The NS

244 may be further configured to transmit the generated one
more delivery platforms ( for example , emails , pop ups , push

or more notifications to the client device 102 or the one or
notifications, and the like ) associated with user 116 . Control

concurrent presentation with the programming media con
tent . In accordance with an embodiment, the MAS 236 may

ends at 358 .

be configured to identify information associated with the one
or more non - programming media assets for the concurrent

the client device 102 during the concurrent presentation of

presentation with the programming media content ( as

described in detail in FIG . 2B ).

[0171 ] At 346 , a response to the received one or more

occurrences of the one or more event opportunity points may

be performed . In accordance with an embodiment, the EOS

238 may be configured to respond to the received one or

more occurrences of the one or more event opportunity

points . The response may include a selection of the one or

more event opportunity points may be based on a defined
criteria , which may be based on at least one of, or a
combination thereof, but not limited to , a retrieved set of
user -preferences, at least one defined goal, a measured

attention of the user 116 associated with the client device
102, time constraints , inventory constraints , and user - de
fined constraints (as described in detail in FIG . 2B ).

[0172] At 348, one or more modifications in a display

[0177 ] FIG . 4A illustrates an example of a display view of

non - programming media assets and programming media

content, in accordance with an embodiment of the present
disclosure . FIG . 4A may be described in conjunction with
the FIG . 1, FIG . 2A , and FIG . 2B . Referring to FIG . 4A ,
there is shown a timelined display view of the client device
102 . The timelined display view of the client device 102 may

comprise a display view 400A and a modified display view

400B of the client device 102 .
[0178 ] The display view 400A may display a media player
to play a program 402 at a first time, such as “ 00 : 35 :36 ” . The
user 116 may be engaged with the program 402, as played
by the media player at the display view 400A of the client
device 102 . A logo 404 may be rendered by the media player

during the playback of the programming media content. The

program 402 may be played out from a first media stream of

the programmingmedia content, which may be personalized

for the user 116 . The program 402 may end at a second time

view of the client device 102 may be controlled for a defined

“ 00 :45: 36 " and a tag may be present at the second time. The

duration of playout for the corresponding one or more event
opportunity points within the programming media content.

playback of program end credits 406 . As the client device

In accordance with an embodiment, the EOS 238 may be

102 detects the tag at the first time, a request to select the

tag may specify an event opportunity thatmay correspond to
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identified event opportunity is transmitted to the EOS 238 of
the media presentation and distribution system 108. The
EOS 238 may select or reject the event opportunity, which
may further depend on the defined criteria for selection , such
as a defined goal, a user -defined constraint, a device - con

straint, and an inventory constraint. As the event opportunity
is selected , the modification engine 206 of client device 102
may further modify the display view 400A of the client
device 102 to the modified display view 400B at the second
time, in conjunction with the graphics engine 110 of the
client device 102 .

client device 102 to the modified display view 400C at the
third time, in conjunction with the graphics engine 110 ofthe
client device 102 .
[0182] The modified display view 400C may comprise
one or more partitions to concurrently present the program
ming media content and the one or more non -programming

media assets within each of the one or more partitions of the

modified display view 400C . A contextually targeted video

414 , such as a coffee advertisement for a coffee restaurant

scene in the program 402 , and a buy 416 option may be
identified by the EOS 238 and transmitted to the client

[0179 ] The modified display view 400B may comprise

device 102 . The presentation engine 208 , in conjunction

ming media content and the one ormore non - programming

be configured to encode the contextually targeted video 414 ,

media assets within each of the one or more partitions of the
modified display view 400B . A coming up video 408 and a

and the program to a defined scale, size , aspect ratio , and

one or more partitions to concurrently present the program

preference -based advertisement video 410 may be identified
by the EOS 238 and transmitted to the client device 102 . The
presentation engine 208 , in conjunction with the graphics
engine 110 of the client device 102 , may be configured to
encode each of the one or more non -programming media
assets and the programming media content to a defined
scale , size , aspect ratio , and resolution as per an allocated
partition (defined region ) within the modified display view

400B of the client device 102 . The encoded one or more
non -programming media assets may comprise the coming
up video 408 and the preference -based advertisement video
410 . The program end credits 406 , and the encoded one or
more non -programming media assets may be played out at
the second time within the allocated partitions of the modi
fied display view 400B of the client device 102 .
[0180 ] FIG . 4B illustrates an example of a display view of
the client device 102 during the concurrent presentation of
the non -programming media assets with the programming
media content, in accordance with an embodiment of the
present disclosure . FIG . 4B may be described in conjunction

with the FIG . 1 , FIG . 2A , FIG . 2B and FIG . 4A . Referring
to FIG . 4B , there is shown a timelined display view of the
client device 102 . The timelined display view of the client
device 102 may comprise a display view 400A and a

modified display view 400C of the client device 102 .
[0181] The display view 400A may display the media

player to play the program 402 at the first time, such as

" 00 :35:36 ” . The user 116 may be engaged with the program
402 , as played by themedia player at the display view 400A
of the client device 102 . A logo 404 may be rendered by the
media player during the playback of the programming media
content. The program 402may be played out from the first
media stream of the programming media content, which
may be personalized for the user 116 . A contextually tagged
scene 412 may be played within the program 402 at a third
time “ 00 : 55 :40 ” and a tag may be present at the third time,
which may specify an event opportunity for corresponding
at the playback of contextually tagged scene 412 . As the
client device 102 detects the tag at the third time, a request

to select the identified event opportunity is transmitted to the

EOS 238 of the media presentation and distribution system
108 . The EOS 238 may select or reject the event opportunity ,

which may further depend on the defined criteria for selec

tion , such as a defined goal, a user -defined constraint, a
device - constraint, and an inventory constraint. As the event

opportunity is selected , the modification engine 206 of client

device 102 may furthermodify the display view 400A of the

with the graphics engine 110 of the client device 102 , may

the buy 416 option over the contextually targeted video 414 ,

resolution as per an allocated partition ( defined region )
within the modified display view 400C of the client device

102 . The contextually targeted video 414 may be played out
402 at the third time within the allocated partitions of the
modified display view 400C of the client device 102.
[0183] FIG . 5A is a conceptual diagram that illustrates an
along with the contextually tagged scene 412 in the program

example of a hardware implementation for the client device

102 that employs a processing system for client- side con

current presentation of non -programming media assets and
programming media content, in accordance with an exem

plary embodiment of the disclosure . Referring to FIG . 5A ,
the hardware implementation is shown by a representation
500A for the client device 102 for client - side concurrent

presentation of non - programming media assets and pro

gramming media content, in accordance with an exemplary
embodiment of the disclosure , as described herein . In some

examples, the processing system 502A may comprise one or

more hardware processors 504A , a non -transitory computer
readable medium 506A , the request engine 204 , the modi
fication engine 206 , the presentation engine 208 , the veri

fication engine 210 , the notification engine 214 , the graphics

engine 110 , and the user manager 212 .
[0184] In this example , the client device 102 that employs

the processing system 502A may be implemented with bus
architecture , represented generally by a bus 508A . The bus
508A may include any number of interconnecting buses and

bridges depending on the specific implementation of the
client device 102 and the overall design constraints . The bus
508 A links together various circuits including the one or

more processors, represented generally by the hardware
processor 504A , the non - transitory computer -readable

media , represented generally by the computer-readable
medium 506A , the request engine 204 , the modification

engine 206 , the presentation engine 208, the verification
engine 210 , the notification engine 214 , the graphics engine

110 , and the user manager 212 which may be configured to

carry out one or more operations or methods described
herein . A bus interface 510A provides an interface between
the bus 508A and a transceiver 512A . The transceiver 512A

facilitates communication via the communication network
114 ( FIG . 1) with various other apparatus , such as the CDN
104 , themedia presentation and distribution system 108 , and
the media assets server 106 .
F0185 ) The hardware processor 504 A may be configured
to manage the bus 508A and general processing , including
the execution of a set of instructions stored on the computer

readable medium 506A . The set of instructions, when
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executed by the hardware processor 504A , causes the client

communication via the communication network 114 ( FIG .

device 102 to execute the various functions described herein

1 ) with various other apparatus , such as the CDN 104, the

for any particular apparatus. The computer - readable

client device 102 , and the media assets server 106 .

medium 506A may also be used for storing data that is

[0189 ] The hardware processor 504B may be configured
to manage the bus 508B and general processing , including

manipulated by the hardware processor 504A when execut
ing the set of instructions. The computer - readable medium

506A may also be configured to store data for one or more
of the request engine 204 , the modification engine 206 , the

presentation engine 208 , the verification engine 210 , the

notification engine 214 , the graphics engine 110 , and the
user manager 212 .

[ 0186 ] In accordance with an aspect of the disclosure , the

hardware processor 504A , the computer -readable medium

the execution of a set of instructions stored on the computer
readable medium 506B . The set of instructions, when

executed by the hardware processor 504B , causes the media

presentation and distribution system 108 to execute the
various functions described herein for any particular appa
ratus. The computer - readable medium 506B may also be
used for storing data that is manipulated by the hardware
processor 504B when executing the set of instructions. The

506A , or a combination of both may be configured or

computer -readable medium 506B may also be configured to

otherwise specially programmed to execute the operations or
functionality of the request engine 204 , the modification
engine 206 , the presentation engine 208, the verification
engine 210, the notification engine 214 , the graphics engine
110 , and the user manager 212 , or various other components
described herein . For example , the hardware processor
504A , computer- readable medium 506A , or a combination
of both may be configured or otherwise specially pro
grammed to perform the operations and functionality of the

store data for one or more of the PS 218 , the CDS 222 , the

Dynamic manifest generator 228 , the PLS 232 , the SS 230 ,
the CS 224 and the associated assets and rights database

224A , MAS 236 , and the EOS 238 .
[0190] In accordance with an aspect of the disclosure , the

hardware processor 504B , the computer -readable medium
506B , or a combination of both may be configured or

otherwise specially programmed to execute the operationsor
functionality of the PS 218 , the CDS 222 , the dynamic

request engine 204 , the modification engine 206 , the pre
sentation engine 208 , the verification engine 210 , the noti

manifest generator 228 , the PLS 232 , the SS 230 , the CS 224

3A , 3B , 3C , 4A , and 4B .

described herein . For example, the hardware processor
504B , computer - readable medium 506B , or a combination
of both may be configured or otherwise specially pro

fication engine 214 , the graphics engine 110 , and the user
manager 212 as described with respect to FIGS. 1 , 2A , 2B ,

[0187] FIG . 5B is a conceptual diagram that illustrates an
sentation and distribution system 108 that employs a pro
cessing system for client- side concurrent presentation of
non -programming media assets and programming media
example of a hardware implementation for the media pre

content, in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of

the disclosure. Referring to FIG . 5B , the hardware imple

mentation is shown by a representation 500B for the media

presentation and distribution system 108 for client-side
concurrent presentation of non -programming media assets

and programming media content, in accordance with an

exemplary embodiment of the disclosure, as described

herein . In some examples, the processing system 502B may
comprise the one or more hardware processors 504B , the
non - transitory computer - readable medium 506B , the PS

218 , the CDS 222, the dynamic manifest generator 228 , the

PLS 232 , the SS 230 , the CS 224 , the associated assets and
rights database 224A , MAS 236 , and the EOS 238 .

[0188 ] In this example , the media presentation and distri
may be implemented with bus architecture , represented
bution system 108 that employs the processing system 502B

generally by the bus 508B . The bus 508B may include any

number of interconnecting buses and bridges depending on

and the associated assets and rights database 224A , MAS
236 , and the EOS 238 , or various other components
grammed to perform the operations and functionality of the

PS 218 , the CDS 222 , the Dynamic manifest generator 228 ,

the PLS 232 , the SS 230 , the CS 224 and the associated
assets and rights database 224A , MAS 236 , and the EOS 238

as described with respect to FIGS . 1, 2A , 2B , 3A , 3B , 3C ,
4A , and 4B .

0191 ] The present disclosure may provide several advan
tages over the traditional systems for concurrent presenta

tion of non -programming media assets with the program

ming media content. The bulk of the processes , such as

modification of display view and concurrentpresentation of
non -programming media assets with the programming
media content, are shared by the client device and the media

presentation and distribution system is left to only identify ,

package and transmit separate media stream of the program
ming media content and non -programming media assets to
the client device and further to decide over themodifications

and presentation of non - programming media assets with the

programming media content. As the client device shares the
bulk of processes, therefore, such configuration enables a

network - bandwidth and memory efficient usage of commu
nication network . Further, as the client device renders, and

the specific implementation of the media presentation and

modifies the display view , the presentation quality of the

distribution system 108 and the overall design constraints.
The bus 508B links together various circuits including the
one or more processors , represented generally by the hard

non -programming media assets is agnostic of variations in
the network bandwidth . Additionally , the programming

ware processor 504B , the non - transitory computer-readable

media , represented generally by the computer -readable

medium 506B , the PS 218 , the CDS 222 , the Dynamic
manifest generator 228 , the PLS 232 , the SS 230 , the CS 224

and the associated assets and rights database 224A , MAS
236 , and the EOS 238 which may be configured to carry out
one or more operations or methods described herein . A bus
interface 510B provides an interface between the bus 508B
and a transceiver 512B . The transceiver 512B facilitates

media content and the non -programming media assets are
not packaged together and are transmitted as separate media
streams to the client device . The client device also renders

the non -programming media assets concurrently from the
separate media streams. Such concurrency and parallel
thread management for achieving such concurrency saves

the computations, processing power, and resources of the
client device . Therefore , the present disclosure provides a
way to shift the processing on the client device without

impacting the power consumption, battery usage , or affect
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ing the availability of resources for other processes on the

and / or components , but do not preclude the presence or

client device . The memory and bandwidth of the commu

addition of one or more other features, integers , steps,
operations, elements, components, and / or groups thereof.
[0195 ] Further, many embodiments are described in terms
of sequences of actions to be performed by , for example ,
elements of a computing device . It will be recognized that
various actions described herein can be performed by spe
cific circuits ( e. g ., application specific integrated circuits
(ASICs ) and graphical processing units (GPUs)), by pro

nication network is shared among a plurality of users that

request access to the programming media content. The

bandwidth or memory efficient sharing of processes on the
client device facilitates an optimal client-side concurrent

presentation of the programming media content with the
non -programming media assets.
[ 0192 ] The modification of the display view and associ
ated concurrent presentation of the non -programming media

assets and the programming media content within the modi
fied display view of the client device renders a seamless

viewing experience for the user without diverting the atten

gram instructions being executed by one or more processors ,
or by a combination of both . Additionally , these sequence of

actions described herein can be considered to be embodied
entirely within any non - transitory form of computer read

tion of the user . The non -programming media assets are

able storage medium having stored therein a corresponding

interest during the playback of the programming media
content at the client device . A likelihood of an engagement

cause an associated processor to perform the functionality

selected in a way that the assets may supplement a low

of the user associated with the client device increases based

on the targeted selection of the event opportunity points.

set of computer instructions that upon execution would
described herein . Thus, the various aspects of the present
disclosure may be embodied in a number of different forms,

all of which have been contemplated to be within the scope

Such targeted selection and presentation at the client device

of the claimed subject matter. In addition , for each of the

programming media content and the non - programming

any such embodiments may be described herein as, for
example , “ logic configured to ” perform the described action .
[0196 ] Another embodiment of the present disclosure may
provide a non - transitory machine and /or computer readable

further improves an attention span of the user with the

media assets and therefore , a transient attention span of the

user may be converted to a sustained attention span for the
non -programming media assets . Such sustainability of atten
tion span improves an audience churn rate or attrition rate

embodiments described herein , the corresponding form of

storage and / or media , having stored thereon, a machine code

for a given media network . The response over notifications

and /or a computer program having at least one code section

may determine an intent of the user with respect to the

executable by a machine and/or a computer, thereby causing

efficient way to personalize such interests , and target the user
with different services that suit the user- preferences.

described herein to obtain a global workflow sequence .

non -programming media assets and therefore, provide an

[0193] As utilized herein the terms “ circuits ” and “ cir
cuitry ” refer to physical electronic components (i. e. hard
ware ) and any software and/or firmware (" code " ) which may
configure the hardware, be executed by the hardware , and/ or

otherwise be associated with the hardware . As used herein ,

for example, a particular processor and memory may com
prise a first “ circuit" when executing first one or more lines
of code and may comprise a second “ circuit" when execut
ing second one or more lines of code . As utilized herein ,
" and/ or ” means any one or more of the items in the list

joined by “ and/or” . As an example , “ x and/or y ” means any
example, " x , y, and /or z ” means any element of the seven
element set {( x ), (y ), (z ), (x , y ), ( x , z ), (y , z ), (x , y, z )} . As
utilized herein , the term " exemplary ” means serving as a
non - limiting example, instance , or illustration . As utilized
element of the three -element set { ( x ), ( y ) , ( x , y ) } . As another

herein , the terms “ e .g . and for example ” set off lists of one
or more non -limiting examples , instances , or illustrations.

As utilized herein , circuitry is “ operable ” to perform a
function whenever the circuitry comprises the necessary
hardware and code (if any is necessary ) to perform the
function , regardless of whether performance of the function
is disabled , or not enabled , by some user -configurable set
ting.
[0194 ] The terminology used herein is for the purpose of
describing particular embodiments only and is not intended
to be limiting of embodiments of the present disclosure . As
used herein , the singular forms " a " , " an ” and “ the” are
intended to include the plural forms as well, unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise . It will be further under
stood that the terms " comprises” , “ comprising ," , " includes "
and/ or “ including” , when used herein , specify the presence
of stated features , integers, steps, operations, elements,

the machine and/or computer to perform the steps as

[0197] The present disclosure may also be embedded in a
computer program product, which comprises all the features
enabling the implementation of the methods described
herein , and which when loaded in a computer system is able

to carry out these methods. Computer program in the present

context means any expression , in any language , code or
notation , of a set of instructions intended to cause a system
having an information processing capability to perform a
particular function either directly or after either or both of
the following : a ) conversion to another language, code or

notation ; b ) reproduction in a different material form .
[0198] Further, those of skill in the art will appreciate that
the various illustrative logical blocks, modules , circuits ,

algorithm , and /or steps described in connection with the
embodiments disclosed herein may be implemented as elec
tronic hardware, computer software , firmware , or combina

tions thereof. To clearly illustrate this interchangeability of
hardware and software, various illustrative components ,
blocks , modules , circuits , and steps have been described

above generally in terms of their functionality . Whether such
functionality is implemented as hardware or software

depends upon the particular application and design con
implement the described functionality in varying ways for

straints imposed on the overall system . Skilled artisans may
each particular application , but such implementation deci
sions should not be interpreted as causing a departure from

the scope of the present disclosure .
[0199 ] The methods, sequences and /or algorithms
described in connection with the embodiments disclosed

herein may be embodied directly in firmware, hardware, in

a software module executed by a processor, or in a combi

nation thereof. A software module may reside in RAM

memory , flash memory , ROM memory, EPROM memory ,

EEPROM memory , registers, hard disk , a removable disk , a
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CD -ROM , or any other form of storage medium known in

present the at least one non - programming media asset ,

and write information to , the storage medium . In the alter

concurrently with the programming media content
from the firstmedia stream over the modified display

the art. An exemplary storage medium is coupled to the
processor such that the processor can read information from ,
native , the storage medium may be integral to the processor.

from a secondmedia stream for the defined duration ,

[0200 ] While the present disclosure has been described

view of the client device , wherein the concurrent
presentation of the at least one non -programming
media asset with the programming media content

various changes and modification could be made and

presented at least one non -programming media asset

scope of the present disclosure as defined , for example , in

at least one event opportunity point to improve an

be made to adapt a particular situation or material to the
teachings of the present disclosure without departing from

media content at the client device .
2 . The system according to claim 1 , wherein the specified

with reference to certain embodiments, it will be noted
understood by , for example , those skilled in the art that

equivalents may be substituted without departing from the
the appended claims. In addition , many modifications may
its scope. The functions, steps and /or actions of the method

claims in accordance with the embodiments of the present

disclosure described herein need not be performed in any

particular order. Furthermore , although elements of the

present disclosure may be described or claimed in the

singular , the plural is contemplated unless limitation to the
singular is explicitly stated . Therefore , it is intended that the
present disclosure not be limited to the particular embodi

ment disclosed , but that the present disclosure will include

all embodiments falling within the scope of the appended
claims.

What is claimed is :
1. A system , comprising :
a first plurality of circuits in a client device that handles
dynamic presentation of at least one non - programming
media asset with programming media content at the

client device, the first plurality of circuits are config
ured to :
transmit a request to a media presentation and distri

bution system , wherein the request comprises at least

one user preference for the programming media
content,
wherein the media presentation and distribution system

comprises a second plurality of circuits , wherein the
second plurality of circuits are configured to :
transmit a first media stream to the client device in

response to the request received from the client
device , wherein the first media stream comprises
the programming media content and at least one

tag associated with the programming media con
tent ;

receive, from the client device , at least one occur

rence of at least one event opportunity point
within the programming media content identified

by the client device based on the at least one tag

associated with the programming media content;

and
select the at least one event opportunity point
received from the client device based on a defined
criteria , wherein the at least one event opportunity
point corresponds to a specified event in the

programming media content transmitted through
wherein the first plurality of circuits at the client device
are further configured to :
modify a display view at the client device with at least
the first media stream ;

one modification for a defined duration for at least
one selected event opportunity point within the pro
gramming media content ; and

increases a likelihood of a user engagement with the

at the client device based on a targeted selection of

attention span of the user with the programming

event within the programming media content corresponds to
based marked regions, location -based marked regions, con
text-based marked regions, explicit scene start and end ,
product placement opportunities, within the programming
media content.
3 . The system according to claim 1,
wherein the at least one tag corresponds to a client
manifest that is created by the second plurality of
circuits at the media presentation and distribution sys
tem and transmitted to the client device ,
wherein the client manifest is interpreted by the first
plurality of circuits at the client device ,
wherein the at least one tag is represented by at least one
at least one of start credits , end credits , lull points , time

of a signal, a beacon , a marker , textual information ,
binary information , visual information , and aural infor

mation in the first media stream ,
at the client device is based on the at least one tag ,
wherein the transmission of the first media stream to the
wherein the at least one modification of the display view

client device is performed via an HTTP Live Streaming

(HLS ) technique or a Dynamic Adaptive Streaming

over HTTP (DASH ) technique , and a digital streaming
protocol, and
wherein the request received from the client device com
prises at least one user preference for a personalized

playlist of at least one media programming content.
4 . The system according to claim 1 ,
wherein the at least one modification of the display view
at the client device comprises at least one of a squeeze

back of the programming media content to a defined
region within the display view , an overlay over the
defined region within the display view , and split views
of the display view , and

wherein at least one modification in the display view of
the client device is personalized based on at least one

of a retrieved set of user- preferences for the user and a

response received from the media presentation and

distribution system .
5 . The system according to claim 1, wherein the defined
criteria for the selection of at least one event opportunity

point is based on at least one of a retrieved set of user
preferences , defined goals, a measured attention of the user
associated with the client device, time constraints , inventory

constraints, or user- defined constraints .

6 . The system according to claim 1, wherein the first

media stream and the second media stream are received at
the client device as concurrent media streams.
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7 . A system , comprising:
at least one circuit in a media presentation and distribution

insert the at least one tag at the determined at least one

one non -programming media asset with programming
media content at the client device, wherein the at least

device .
11. The system according to claim 10 , wherein the deter
mination of at least one event opportunity point is based on
content recognition of the programming media content

system that handles dynamic presentation of at least

one circuit is configured to :

transmit a first media stream to a client device in
response to a request received from the client device ,

wherein the first media stream comprises program
ming media content and at least one tag associated

with the programming media content;
receive, from the client device , at least one occurrence
of at least one event opportunity point within the
programming media content identified by the client
device based on at least one tag associated with the
programming media content;

respond to an event opportunity point received from the

client device based on a defined criteria , wherein at
least one event opportunity point corresponds to a

specified event within the programming media con

tent;
control at least onemodification in a display view at the
client device for a defined duration for the one or
more selected event opportunity points within the
programming media content of the first media

stream ; and

instruct presentation of at least one non -programming
media asset, from a second media stream for the
defined duration , concurrently with the program
ming media content from the first media stream over
at least one modified display view of the client
device , wherein the concurrent presentation of the

event opportunity point within the programming media

content based on the received request from the client

within the first media stream .
12. The system according to claim 10 , wherein the deter
mination of the at least one event opportunity point is based
on semantic or context mining of a context of the program
ming media content in the first media stream .
13. The system according to claim 7 , wherein the at least

one circuit is configured to :

generate at least one notification based on a defined set of
rules for the at least one event opportunity point within
the programming media content; and
transmit at least one generated notification to at least the
client device or at least one delivery platform associ

ated with the client device .
14 . The system according to claim 13 , wherein the at least

one circuit is further configured to :
receive a request based on a user response from the client
device over at least one transmitted notification at the

client device or at least one delivery platform ; and
instruct presentation of at least one non -programming

media asset for the received request from the client
device .

15 . The system according to claim 13 , wherein the at least

one notification is generated in response to the presentation
of the at least one non - programming media asset at one or
more selected event opportunity points within the program

first media stream and at least one non -programming
media asset from the second media stream increases

ming media content in the first media stream .

a likelihood of an engagement of a user associated

set of rules for generation of the at least one notification

with the client device based on a response to at least
one event opportunity point to improve an attention

comprises user -defined constraints , client -device con
straints , defined goal of impressions, reach or views, a

span of the user with the programmingmedia content

at the client device .

defined time of generation of the at least one notification ,
and a specified type of the at least one notification .

one circuit is configured to :

one circuit is further configured to verify an enablement of

8 . The system according to claim 7 , wherein the at least

determine a context of the programming media content in

16 . The system according to claim 13 , wherein the defined

17. The system according to claim 7 , wherein the at least

the at least one modification in the display view of the client

device and the presentation of the at least one non -program

the first media stream and a corresponding context of
the at least one non -programming media asset in the
second media stream to be selected for the concurrent

ming media asset within the modified display view or an

select the at least one non -programming media asset in the

18 . A method , comprising:
in a client device that handles dynamic presentation of at
least one non -programming media asset with program
ming media content at the client device :

presentation with the programming media content; and
second media stream for the concurrent presentation

with the programming media content based on the
determined context of the programming media content
and the corresponding context of the at least one

non -programming media asset.
9 . The system according to claim 7 , wherein the at least
one circuit is configured to :
retrieve a set of user- preferences for the user associated

with the client device; and
select at least one non -programming media asset for the
concurrent presentation with the programming media
content in the first media stream based on the retrieved
set of user- preferences.
10 . The system according to claim 7 , wherein at least one
circuit is configured to :
determine at least one event opportunity point within the
programming media content; and

unmodified display view at the client device .

transmitting , by a first plurality of circuits in the client
device , a request to a media presentation and distri
bution system , wherein the request comprises at least
one user preference for programming media content,

wherein the media presentation and distribution sys
tem comprises a second plurality of circuits for :
transmitting, by the second plurality of circuits ,
the first media stream to the client device in

response to the request received from the client

device , wherein the first media stream com

prises programming media content and at least

one tag associated with the programming media

content,
receiving, by the second plurality of circuits , from
the client device, at least one occurrence of at
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programming media content identified by the
client device based on at least one tag associ
ated with the programming media content, and
responding to, by the second plurality of circuits ,

instructing, by at least one circuit, presentation of at

teria , wherein at least one event opportunity

ming media asset with the programming media con

at least one event opportunity point received
from the client device based on a defined cri

least one non-programming media asset, from a

second media stream for the defined duration , con
currently with the programming media content from
the first media stream over at least one modified
display view of the client device , wherein the con

current presentation of the at least one non -program

tent increases a likelihood of a user engagement with

point corresponds to a specified event within

the presented at least one non - programming media
asset at the client device based on a targeted selection

the programming media content,
modifying, by the first plurality of circuits at the client

of at least one event opportunity point to improve an

device , a display view with at least onemodification

for a defined duration for at least one selected event

opportunity point within the programming media
content of the first media stream ; and

presenting, by the first plurality of circuits , the at least
one non -programming media asset , from a second
media stream for the defined duration , concurrently

with the programming media content from the first
media stream over at least onemodified display view

of the client device , wherein the concurrent presen

attention span of the user with the programming

media content at the client device .

21 . The method according to claim 20 ,

wherein the at least one tag corresponds to a client

manifest that is created by the second plurality of
circuits at the media presentation and distribution sys

tem and transmitted to the client device ,

wherein the client manifest is interpreted by the first

plurality of circuits at the client device,

tation of the at least one non -programming media

wherein the at least one tag is represented by at least one

a likelihood of a user engagement with the presented
at least one non - programming media asset at the

binary information , visual information , and aural infor

asset with the programming media content increases
client device based on a targeted selection of at least
one event opportunity point to improve an attention
span of the user with the programmingmedia content

at the client device .

19 . The method according to claim 18, the specified event

within the programming media content corresponds to start
credits, end credits , contextual lull points , time- based

marked regions, location -based marked regions, context
based marked regions within the programming media con
tent.

20 . A method, comprising :
in a media presentation and distribution system that
handles dynamic presentation of at least one non
programming media asset with programming media

content at the client device:
transmitting ,by at least one circuit , a first media stream

to the client device in response to a request received
from the client device , wherein the first media stream

comprises programming media content and at least
one tag associated with the programming media

content;

receiving , by the at least one circuit, from the client
device , at least one occurrence of at least one event
opportunity point within the programming media

content identified by the client device based on at
least one tag associated with the programmingmedia

content ;
responding to , by the at least one circuit , the at least one

of a signal, a beacon , a marker, textual information ,

mation in the first media stream ,

wherein the at least one modification of the display view
at the client device is based on the at least one tag ,
wherein the transmission of the first media stream to the
client device is performed via a HTTP Live Streaming

(HLS ) technique or a Dynamic Adaptive Streaming

over HTTP (DASH ) technique , and a digital streaming
protocol, and
wherein the request received from the client device com
prises at least one user preference for a personalized
playlist of the at least one media programming content.
22 . The method according to claim 20 , further comprising
verifying , by the at least one circuit , an enablement of at
least one modification in the display view of the client

device and the presentation of at least one non - programming
media asset within the modified display view at the client
device .

23 . A non -transitory computer- readable medium having

stored thereon , computer implemented instruction that when

executed by a processor, causes the processor to execute
operations, the operations comprising :

in a client device that handles dynamic presentation of at
least one non -programming media asset with program

ming media content at the client device :

transmitting a request to a media presentation and
distribution system , wherein the request comprises at
least one preference for programming media content
provided by a user,

wherein the media presentation and distribution system

device based on a defined criteria , wherein the at

is coupled with the client device for :
transmitting the first media stream to the client

specified event within the programming media con

client device , wherein the first media stream com

event opportunity point received from the client

least one event opportunity point corresponds to a

tent;
controlling, by at least one circuit , at least one modi
fication in a display view at the client device for a

defined duration for at least one selected event
opportunity point within the programming media
content of the first media stream ; and

device in response to the request received from the
prises the programmingmedia content and at least

one tag associated with the programming media

content,

receiving , from the client device , at least one occur
rence of at least one event opportunity point
within the programming media content identified
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by the client device based on the at least one tag
and

associated with the programming media content,

responding to the at least one event opportunity point
received from the client device based on a defined

criteria , wherein the at least one event opportunity

point corresponds to a specified event within the
programming media content;

modifying a display view with at least onemodification
for a defined duration for at least one selected event
opportunity point within the programming media
content of the first media stream ; and
presenting at least one non - programming media asset,

from a second media stream for the defined duration ,
concurrently with the programming media content

from the firstmedia stream over at least onemodified
display view of the client device, wherein the con
current presentation of the first media stream and at

least one non -programming media asset from the
second media stream increases a likelihood of an
engagement of a user associated with the client

device based on a targeted selection of the at least
one event opportunity point to improve an attention

span of the user with the programming media content
at the client device.

